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murder charge
limit The Winston-Salem jury did not
The drunk driver who caused the
believe his actions merited the death
1996 death of two university students penalty, but instead sentenced him to life
in prison without parole.
is appealing a controversial ruling.
Two decades ago, involuntary man-

By Will Wingfield
News Editor
After hearing arguments from the defendant and the state attorney general's
office,theNortltCarolinaSupremeCourt
is currently deciding the outcome of the
1997 murder conviction of Thomas Richard Jones, convicted in the Sept. 4,
1996 deaths of university sojhomores
Julie Hansen and Maia Witzl. ones was
convicted under a new application of the
felony-murder rule, which states that
anyone who kills another person while
committing a felony can be charged witlt
first-degree murder.
Hansen and Witzl were traveling in a

slaughter was the most serious offense
that could be brought before drunk drivers. In the mid-1980s, second-degree
murder chl!!'ges for drunk drivers re-.
fleeted . growin~ public intolerance of
drunk drivingJones' case was the first
drunk driving case that resulted in a
murder charge in the United States in
which the death penalty was a possibility. Additionally,]ones was the first person in North Carolina to be convicted of
first-degree murder for killing so~eone
while driving under tlte influence ofalcohoi. According to the National Traffic
Law Center, North Carolina is now one
of six states iri which drunken drivers
who kill can be put to death.
Previously, the felony-murder law was

~~~~~:!cr~:~s~ ;rc~;o:ck~:ili: :~~~s:~~~~~~~~~i;:.c~:~

car broadside near the Sept. 4, 1996, at
the intersection of Polo Road and
Brookwood Drive, about two blocks from
Ca.tt?-pus. Both !Iartsen ail~ .W!.~Lwete
members of 'Chi Omega'"sotol'ity:'-'l'htt' ·
four other students, Lea Billmeyer '99,
Aline Iodice '99, Fiona Penney and Paige
Warren '99, were also injured in the.
accident.
·
Jones, who had a history of reckless
driving and driving while impaired, ran
into the students' car after faking prescription pain killers and drinking beer.
He was charged with four counts of assaultwithadeadlyweaponwithintentto
kill, which made the two murder counts
first-degree. Jones was not charged with
DWI, however, because his blood alcohollevelwasbelowthelegalintoxication

beries and sexual assaults where peot:
had died as a result. The law itself
been in existence in some form since the
16th century;· lo~g _befute atttOtit~l:J~~-~·-·were invented; Sincei997; bdWevet;fWo • ., , ·
other North ·Carolinians have been
charged with first-degree murder for
deaths that resulted from drunk driving.
State law already clearly specifies that
after someone is convicted ofDWI within
the course of seven years, the fourth
charge becomes a felony.
The center of this controversy is that
the ruling is without precedent for traffic
accidents.First-degreemurderis,bydefinition, premeditated. Since Jones was
not legally intoxicated, argues Jones'

See Murder, Page A7
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Get up, stand up
University students gather in Shorty's to work and celebrate the Demon Deacons overtime victory over N.C. State March 28. The
Deacs will take on Notre Dame in the NIT finals tonight at 7 p.m.

Pro£essors discuss philosophy
''
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tlie~ld Philosophy Funds

"The conference's purpose was to bring

Philosophers from across the globe
together the world's foremost moral
gathered at the Graylyn International
philosophers ... whose scholarly
Conference Center last weekend to dis· interests run the gamut of all aspects of
cuss one of the major schools of philosophical thought- utilitarianism.
utilitarianism and its critics."
About 140 professors, graduate stuDavid Weinstein
dents and undergraduates attended the
Associate professor of politics
conference, representing over 90 universities and colleges and at least 15
different countries. The event was orga- by the office of the president, the office
nized by David Weinstein, an associate of the vice-president for finance and
professor of politics, and co-sponsored administration, the dean of the college,

and
The Steintrager Lecture in Political Philosophy and Jurisprudence.
"The conference's purpose was to
bring together the world's foremost
moral philosophers, political tlteorists,
economists, intellectual historians (and)
jurists ... whose scholarly interests run
thegarnutofallaspects of utilitarianism
and its critics," Weinstein said.
University president Thomas K.
HearnJr. opened the conference on the
night of March 24. It was divided into 28

See Philosophy, Page A7

Peace vigil honors memory of Holocaust .GSSAholds
By Phil Glynn
Old Gold and Black Reporter
The night of March 26 on the
steps of Wait Chapel, tlte Jewish
Student Organization, in collaboration with other student groups,
organized a peace vigil in response
to the events surrounding campus
reactions to, The Revisionis~ an
insert advertisement in tlte March
16 issue of the Old Gold and Black.
The vigil was attended by approximately 35 people and was
conducted as an informal series of
eight brief speeches on the subjects of reso1ving this issue and
preventing similar situations that
would be harmful to the campus
community.
"The purpose of the vigil was to
spread a campus-wide message.
We will take a stand against hate
in any form. Our response to 17ze

third annual
pride week

"The purpose of the vigil was to
spread a campus-wide message.
We will take a stand against hate
in any form."
Julie Eling
Senior, member of JSO

By Laura Weems
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Revisionistis that hate has no place
here," senior Julie Eling of the
JSO said.
After a brief introduction to the
event, 11 memorial candles were
lit. Eling said in her speech, "We
will be lighting 11 memorial
candles. Six for each million of
the Jews killed during the holocaust. The other five for each million gays, ·political prisoners
See Vigil, Page A5

Students and community members gathered March 26 on the steps of Wait Chapel
to hold a vigil in response to Holocaust revisionism.

Students plan to travel with alumni to old campus
By Andrea Arco
Old Gold and Black Reporter
On the weekend of April 1, interested students will have the opportunity to travel to the old campus in
eastern North Carolina to get in touch
with the university's roots and meet
alumni who attended the university at
its original location.
The student alumni council and
alumni activities office has arranged
for shuttles to run from the university's
Reynolda campus to the former cam-

The entire day will cost interested
students ten dollars, a price that includes transportation and lunch.
A worship service will be held at
10:45 a.m. in the chapel at the old
campus and then students will have
lunch in tlte old gymnasium. FollowFormer president of the student alumni coWlcil ing these activities, there will be several open houses and tours. Students
will have the opportunity to talk with
pus in the small town of Wake Forest university alumni while learning the
about two hours away. The shuttles history of the old campus and seeing
will leave campus at 8:30 a.m. April2 the original Shorty's.
"There is a whole house there deand return around 6 p.m. that evening.

"There is a whole house there devoted
to telling the history of the old
campus with photographs
and other memorabilia. "
Adrianne Stone

voted to telling tlte history of the old
campus with photographs and other
memorabilia," senior Adrianne Stone,
the former president of the student
alumni council, said. "Some of the
photographsinoutShorty'scamefrom
their collection."
The "Trek to Wake Forest" happens
every four years at the university so
that each class has an opportunity to
go. The April2 everit is actually part of
a weekend affair for the alumni who

See Trek, Page AS

The Gay-Straight Student Alliance kicked off
Pride Week 2000 March 25 with a banquet
honoring and thanking faculty and supporters
of the gay and lesbian movement. The annual
Pride Week, which will continue until March
31, features movies, discussions and a vigil
promoting awareness of hate crimes.
"The purpose of Pride Week is to bring
people together to talk about issues facing the
community and issues that divide us one from
another," Perry Patterson, a professor of economics, the faculty sponsor of the GSSA, said.
Pride Week was started two years ago in an
effort to bring the GSSA into tlte student body's
awareness.
"When I was a freshman, there wasn't much
awareness of GSSA," Justin Lee, a member of
GSSA, said. "Most people didn't even know
they existed, and if they did know, they didn't
know much about it."
That was when GSSA was known as tlte Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual Association. The GSSA
was formed on campus in 1991 as a group
called GALA, or Gay andLesbianlssuesAwareness Group. Later, the name was changed to
GALBA to include bisexuals.
Early last year, the name was again changed
to GSSA or Gay-Straight Student Alliance in
the hopes of making the group open to anyone
who was concerned with gay and lesbian issues. Ever since, GSSA has been growing

See GSSA, Page AS
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'OGB' undergoes transition
Spring transition brings changes
to the Old Gold and Black editorial
board and staff.

"I want to give a forum for the voices of
the Wake Forest community that's fair
and impartial to stimulate education and
By Brad Gunton
get people to think about things they
News Editor
might not normally think about."
Brandon Walters
The Old Gold and Black gained a new

leader and several new members of its
editorial board when it underwent its
spring transition.
Junior Brian Schiller took the editor in
chief position of the student newspaper
after previously serving as the assistant
editor of the arts and entertainment section and the editor of the graphics, perspectives and, most recently, news sections.
According to senior Theresa Felder,
the former editor in chief along with seniorjenny Blackford, Schiller was chosen
largely for his ability to lead the newspaper staff.
"Brian has strong leadership skills, and
he knows the sections well because he
was the editor of several different sections," Felder said. "He is good at solving
problems, which is important as editor
because problems come up often."
Blackford agreed that Schiller was best
suited for the job.
"Brian has the ability and experience to
handle the pressure of the job,' Blackford
said.
Sophomore] ay Cridlin will move from
perspectives editor to managing editor, a
position responsible for assuming many
of the same tasks as the editor in chief.

Editorials editor, Old Gold a11d Black

"I like the idea of having a significant
amount of say about the entire content of
the paper instead of just one section,"
Cridlin said. "I like to know what's happening at all times and in all places."
The news department is under new
management as well, as sophomore Brad
Gun ton and freshman WillWingfield take
over as the editors. Gunton was previously the assistant news editor, while
Wingfield has served as a news production assistant and the editorials assistant
editor.
"I hope to help bring some positive
changes into the newspaper," Wingfield
said.
Also new to the news department are
freshman Elizabeth Turnbull, an assistant
news editor, and freshman Phil Glynn, a
production assistant.
Sophomore Brandon Walters will also
take over a new post, moving from an
assistant sports editor to the editorials
editor.
"I want to give a forum for the voices of
the Wake Forest community that's fair
and impartial to stimulate education and

get people to think about things they
might not normally think about,"
Walters said.
Sophomore Tamara Dunn will be
the assistant editorials editor after having previously been the assistant arts
and entertainment editor.
In addition to Gunton, Wingfield
and Walters, freshman Susannah
Rosenblatt is the other new face on the
editorial board. Rosenblatt wrote for
the news and arts and entertainment
deparbnents before becoming the perspectives editor.
"The Old Gold and Black is one of the
institutions on campus that I respect
the most, and I love to write, so I
thought that'd be a good place to be,"
Rosenblatt said.
"I want to do something positive for
the university. Ifi can entertain people
or give them something interesting to
look at, then I'll feel like I've done
something good," she said.
Those remaining on the editorial
board will be Schiller, Cridlin, junior
Travis Langdon as the arts and entertainment editor, junior .Jared Klose as
the sports editor, sophomore Chris
Carlstrom as the photography editor
andjunior Elizabeth Hoyle, who moves
from news editor to online editor.
Junior Katie Venit is moving from
the editorials section to become the
arts and entertainment assistant editor, and sophomoreJordan Webster is
the assistant sports editor. Senior Jessica Reigle and jlmior Daniel Ogle will
remain as sports production assistants.
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Freshmen Annie Galovich and Andrea Lavin get ready to head out to the Quad
March 24 for the Big Kahuna, an annual Deke activity.

Kappa Delta sponsors Mr. Wake Forest contest for charity
By Taylor Kennamore

"I really think this is one of the best

Contributz'ng Reporter
Acquiring culture, the sages say, is at
the heart of the college experience. The
sages would have been delighted by the
fourth annual Mr. Wake Forest Pageant, undoubtedly the cultural highlight of the academic year thus far,
where senior Drew Fletcher, who was
sponored by Theta Chi Fraternity, went
home with the crown.
Sponsored by the Kappa Delta soror- ··
ity, with all proceeds going to support
Brenner Children's Hospital and Prevent Child Abuse America, the contest
was open to any male on campus who
felthe had what it would take to be this
year's Mr. Wake Forest.
Seniors Lizzy Hechenbleikner and
Whitney Holmes were the masters of
ceremonies. The judges were Jenny
Puckett, an adjunctprofessorofromance
languages; ShandaSmith, the audience
service coordinator; Harold Holmes
the dean of student services; Julie
Wayne, an assistant professor of psychology; Thomas Slater, a patrol officer
with campus police; PatriciaLobingier,
Freshman Todd Keebler walks the stage in style for the formal wear portion of the an assistant professor of business and
accountancy; Karen Mishra, a visiting
annual Mr. Wake Forest contest, the Kappa Delta sorority Shamrock project.

B RIEFLY

Campus organizations may have their announcements listed by sending
e-mail to news@ogb.wfu.edu, faxing to Ext. 4561 or writing to P.O. Box
7569. The deadline for inclusion in each week's paper is 5 p.m. Monday.

Deacon Days to feature
games, food and concert

D.C. financial consultant to
lecture for Babcock series

VSC sponsors camival for
Special Olympics children

Deacon Days will commence at 5 p.m.
April 13 with a "Big Kids Game on the
Quad." Festivities also include a Greek
Step Show at 6:15p.m. and a cookout on
the patio Benson University Patio. A free
concert with a mainstage act will conclude the event. Contact Paige Wilbanks
at Ext. 4549 or e-mail wilbanp@wfu.edu
for details.

At 2 p.m. April 7 in Wonell 1312,
MarijkeJurgens-Dupree, an independent
financial consultant in Washington, D.C.,
will give a lecture titled "From Concept
to Reality: How to Raise a Billion Dollars."
The lecture is the fourth and final event
in the Babcock Leadership Series; the
lecture presentation is free and open to
the public.

From 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. April 19, the
Volunteer Service Corps will sponsor a
carnival for children between kindergarten and the fifth grade who are involved
in the Special Olympics program that is
scheduled to be held at the Kentner
Stadium.
Students that would like to help with
staffing or creating booths, should contact senior Kelly Eckhardt at Ext. 6310 or
freshman Sarah Mastalir at Ext. 1392.

Summer in Mexico
application due April 3
The summer program in Queretaro,
Mexico will accept applications for its
10-credit program in elementary or intermediate Spanish until April 3. Program dates are june 7- July 23 and the
cost is $3,200. Interested students should
contact Elisabeih D'Empaire, instructor
of Romance Languages, at Ext. 3541 for
an application.

Princeton math professor
to lecture on wavelets
At 8 p.m. April 12 in Calloway 17,
Ingrid Daubechies, a Princeton University mathematics professor, will lecture
on the principles and applications of
wavelets, a new approach used in the
analysis of sounds and images.
Daubechies' speech, "Surfingwiih Wavelets" is the 1999-2000 Gentry Lecture.

-

Ne~

Spirituality and
Volunteerism Retreat
Those interested in finding connections between their spirituality and a life
of commitment to service should sign up
for the V olunteerism and Spirituality
Reteat to be held March 31 to April 1.
The retreat is free for students, and a
signup list is posted on the VSC office
door. Questions should be directed to
first year Divinity studentsJessicaPowell
or Stephanie Wyatt at Ext. 4386.

Alumnus to deliver lecture
on "Chaucer's Body"
At 4:30p.m. April3, in Tribble A209,
R. Allen Shoaf, a professor of English at
the University of Florida and distinguished WFU alumnus will deliver a
lecture titled "Chaucer's Body: The Anxiety of Circulation in The Canterbury Tares."

Student Government
seeking applicants
Student Government is accepting applicationsfortheHonorandEthicsCouncil and the board of iinvestigators and
advisors.
Applications are available at Benson
304 and are due by 5 p.m. April!. For
more information, call Ext. 5293.

HOPE applications
available from VSC
Applications for the 2000-2001
H.O.P.E. Scholars program are currently
available from the VSC office in Benson
345, and they must be returned by March
31.
Contact sophomore Kristin Zipple at
zippkm02@wfuedu or Ext. 6519 or senior Cynthia Sheek at sheeclO@wfu.edu

charity events on campus. It brings us
together ... and allows the Greek
community to do something beneficial
f th child , h
al"
or e
ren s ospit ·
Drew Fletcher
Mr. Wake Forest
.
instructor of business and accountancy; ··
and julie Griffin, the varsity club director.
Although 11 of the 12 contestants
werenominatedbyafraternityorsorority, anyone could choose to nominate a
Mr. Wake Forest hopeful by making a
donationtoKappaDelta'schosencharities.
Participants were seniors Dan Keefe
and Fletcher; juniors Todd Borgmeier ,
Tom Fussaro and Nick Fustino; sophomores Anthony Donato, Chad Pugh,
Clint Warren and Tripp Clancy; and
freshmen Chris Shepard, Frank
MacPherson and Todd Peebler.
Shepard was the only contestant not
sponsored by a Greek organization.
Thecompetitionconsistedoffiveseg-

or Ext. 6983 for additional information.

Program to promote
alcohol awareness
In conjunction with National Alcohol
Awareness Day, Dr. Davidjarrettwill be
presenting an educational slide program
and addressing questions from the audience from 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. April6
in Pugh Auditorium.
The interactive program will address a
range of drinkingbehaviors with an opportunity for participants to have free,
anonymous screenings.

History department to
discuss Holocaust
The history department will sponsor a
forum to discuss Holocaust revisionism
and why some people maintain that the
Holocaust did not happen. The forum
will take place at 6:30 p.m. April 3 in
Winston A.

Electronic panel to discuss
Internet business
An electronic panel discussion at the
Babcock Graduate School will present
such issues as marketing and building
brand awareness over the Internet.
The event will take place from 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m. March 31 in Worrell1312 .. , '

Law School to host lecture
on Constitutional law
On April 5, Doug Laycock from the

ments: fomtal wear, swimwear, talent,
audience scoring and questions. The
formal wear portion featured Donato as
Elvis; Pugh as Austin Powers, a theme
carried throughout the evening; and
Fustino as a bride, complete with bouquet, which he tossed to Slater.
Highlights of the talent competition
included Donato's "Wake-dified" version of"The Devil Went Down to Georgia," Pugh's interpretive saxophone with
commentary, Shepard's performance
of-a- Mozart- piece and -MacPherson's
"championship" staring contest
:
During intermission students partici!
pated in a lip sync contest, then
Hechenbleikner and Holmes announced the five finalists: Pugh, Warren,Shepard,FussaroandF1etcher. The
five gentlemen proceeded to the question segment.
The judges selected Warren as second runner-up and Shepard as first.
Fletcher received the crown from last
year'sfirstrunner-up,seniorMikeSouthern."Ireallythinkthisisoneofthebest
charityeventsoncampus,"Fletchersaid.
"It brings us together .. - and allows the
Greek community to do somethin~ beneficial for the children's hosr,ital (while
we) poke fun at each other.'

University of Texas will deliver a lecture
on Constitutional law.
The lecture is scheduled to take place
from noon- 1:30 p.m. in Worrelll312.

Living Parables to perform
in chapel
The drama troupe Living Parables will
be performing during chapel at 11 a.m.
April 6 in Davis Chapel.

Divinity school has guest
speaker for worship service
Kay Ward, a professor and bishop of
Moravian Theological Seminary in
Bethlehem, Pa., will be speaking in the
Divinity School worship service at 11
a.m. April4 in Davis ChapeL
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SG denies distributing political endorsements via e-mail
By Reed Clay
Old Gold and Black &porter
Student Government found itself in at
the center ofconfusion as students voiced
concern over what appeared to be a
political endorsement by SG.
On March 17 an e-mall was circulated
on the SG listserv for all legislators to
forward on to their constituents. Among
other matters, the e-mail included an
announcement regarding a student organization centered on hel~ing N.C. Representative Chuck Neely s gubernatorial
campaign.
Tlie announcement described the
group's existence "as a resource for the

SG

campaign and (to) assist with such tasks
as campaign events, as well as traveling
to receptions and dinners around North
Carolliia."
The controversy was, in large part,
caused by the extremely positive description of Nee~ and his experience,
touting him as consistently .. . rated
among the most effective legislators" and
as "a unique candidate who has the ability to bring our state together and accomplish great things as governor."
This description was taken by many to
be an endorsement, on behalf ofSG, for
Neely's campaign.
SG quickly answered concerns, saying
the announcement was not an endorse-

supporting or endorsing Neely. According to SG ... they allow student groups to
"One duty of being a Student
put announcements in the SG update
Government legislator is distributing
and that's what the (announcement) was."
regular announcements to constituents
"In my opinion, it wasn't clear at all,"
Rapp
said.
via e-mail informing them of activities
This lack of clarity stemmed from the
and opportunities available to them. This fact that the announcement was written
was not an endorsement by the SG."
in first person by a member of the organization that was supporting Neely's camJustin Joy
paign.
SG Legislator
In several instances, the announcement
refened to "our group."
To many, this suggested the group was
ment.
Sen:iorJennifer Rapp, the president of part ofSG.
In actuality, SG was serving one of the
the College Democrats, said, "The answer we received was that they weren't purposes outlined in the "Constitution of

the Student Government".
Article ill, Section La requires the
legislative branch to "( 1) Represent the
interests of students in social and academic matters. (2) Promote, organize,
and fund programs of benefit to the student body and community. (3) Recommend recognition as well as suspension
of student organizations."
Junior Justin Joy, a student legislator,
echoed this sentinlent: "One duty of
being a Student Governmentlegislatoris
distributing regular announcements to
constituents via e-mail infornling them
of activities and opportunities available
to them. This was not an endorsement by
the SG."
.

Student Government meets at 7 p.m.
Tuesdays. Executive officers may be reached
at Ext. 5293 or Box 7292.

visit campus.
The purpose of the event is to
increase trustee presence with the
The Public Relations commit- students as well as let the trustees
tee discussed publicity of the hear student concerns directly
Honor and Ethics Council and from them.
Board of Investigators and Advisors positions for the 2000-2001
school year.
The committee also discussed
the future of the Public Relations
The Physical Planning
committee for next year, espe- committe is looking into ways for
cially concerning new ideas for making the sign at the university
surveys.
entrance more visible for motorists.
They are also trying to get outdoor cigarette receptacles for the
courtyard between Benson and
A member of the off-campus Tribble Hall.
sub-committee and Adam Ward,
president of the Off-Campus Student Association, met with
Connie Carson to discuss the offcampus policy.
A conclusion was reached that
The Appropriations and Charboth SG and the Off-Campus Student Association will work with ter committee appropriated
Residence Life and Housing to money to the Student Art Galbetter inform students of the lery.
Until the next school year, no
policy and its stipulations.
Plans were also discussed to additional money in the budget is
hold a "trustee roundtable" in available for use by student
April, which is when the trustees groups.
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Everything must go
The Deacon Store recently held a clearance sale, where all
merchandise placed outside sold for under $20. Much of
the clothing and office supplies in the sale had been in the
store's storeroom for years. The sale was part of the regular
spring cleaning in order to get rid of old merchandise and
make way for new. Both students and faculty enjoyed the
opportunity to find a good bargain and take home some
souveniers from the gift shop. The only catch was that
Deacon Dollars were not accepted for the sale items and all
purchases were final.

Appropriations and
Charter

Amanda Jones/Old Gold and Black
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*City of Joy
*HOPE Scholars
ll'fies that Bind
Scholars
*Flow House
*Bahamas
Archeology Tour/
Museum of
Anthropology
&EuroTour
*Dijon Program

*Salamanca
Program
*Strr.nrnerProgram
in Mexico
*Cuba Program

AfricanD anceWorkshop
(Location: BUC 401; 5:30-6:45pm, Free)
Come join the members of the Otesha
Creative Arts Ensemble to learn the basics
of African Dance

Latin/S alsaMusic/D ance
(Location: BUC 401; 9pm-12am; Free)

(BUC401:1:30-6pm)

2pm- WFU Karate Club; Chinese Folk Dance; WFU Indian
Dancers
3:15pm- Triad Irish Dancers
4pm- Los Viajeros (Mariachi Band); Shadz (Carribean Steel
Drum Band)
5pm- Otesha Creative Arts Ensemble (African Dance

DISPLAYS/DEMONSTRATIONS:
*Acupuncture (Susan Goldstone: 3:30pm demo)
*Gold Flower Tai Chi School (demo)
*WFU Karate Oub (demo)- 2pm
*Asian Students Interest Association- Mendhi

VENDORS:
*World Mission
* King Chinese Resaurant (food)
*Celtic Printmaking

Booth
They're back agam! Corne and dance to the
·hot tunes of the West End Mambo
perfonning live in Benson. Dance the night
away to an eclectic array of Latin and Salsa
tunes!

*Chinese Painting/Calligraphy -Mona Wu
*Chinese Lanterns/Costumes -Christina Yu
*Museum of Anthropology- WFU

FOOD(free samples available between 4-6pm)
'West Indian: Jamaica, Antiqua *African: Nigeria, Ghana *American: fried chicken, soul food
*European: Greek *Indian * MBA Association
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Discovery Series addresses leadership styles, presidency
By Alissa Mears
Old Gold and Black Reporter
The latest installment in the Discovery
Series offered students a variety of perspectives on how to decide what to look
for in a U.S. presidential candidate.
Winn Legerton, a visiting professor of
humanities, Howell Smith, a professor of
history, and Kathy Smith, a professor of
politics and chairwoman of the department, presented their views of the different types of presidents, the styles ofleadership and the personal characteristics
voters seek when choosing a president
Legerton teaches a course on leadership and is involved with executive training and research. She said in her studies,
"leadership signifies a verb, a process
and an activity." She referred to Leadership, a book written byJames MacGregor
Burns in 1978, and the various definitions it gives that help us to evaluate the
presidential candidates.
Legerton described transactional leadership and transformational leader as the
two types of presidential leadership.
A transformational leadership promotes higher aspirations in the people
through leadership, whereas a transactional leader works to make exchanges
with the people through swaps of goods,

"Good politicians aren't necessarily
good statesmen."
Howell Smith
Professor of History

votes or support.
Legerton said that in Burns' current
articles on Clinton's presidency Burns
says Clinton wanted to be transformational, but in many ways became transactional.
As a professor of history professor at
the university since 1965, Howell Smith
took a more historical approach when
discussing how to decide what one wants
in a president.
He explained three different models of
what a leader might be. The flrst model
he termed the "predator" model. This
describes a president whose strength lies
in his authority, and relates back to the
idea that the strong survive over the
weak. The second model described the
president as a "shepherd" who presides
over a public to which he can't relate or
understand. Finally, Smith related the
third model to ecology; the entire system
interacts with each other, each person

room Huffman Residence Hall
room was damaged by a burning
candle that was left unattended at
6:14a.m. March 20.
There was no damage to uniA male student in the area of versity property.
Information about this incident
Kitchin House was issued a citation for public urination, disor- was forwarded to the deans ofderly conduct and delaying an flee.
officer at 11:13 p.m. March 25.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to Harold Holmes,
associate vice president and dean
A digital camera worth $2,200
of student services.
was stolen from an office in
Reynolda Hall between 5 p.m.
March 17 and 8:30 a.m. March
20.
A ThinkPad computer owned
A plastic stand. in. a student's

Student cited for
urinating in public

Theft

Damage

c

plays a specific role and the president
looks after all this.
"It takes a time of crises to make a great
president," Smith said. This is something
unforeseen when evaluating the candidacies, but "you can'tsee the full package
until you pay for it," he said.
Smith offered the audience another
perspective of the presidency. She explained that it is important to know what
the potential presidents have done. A
candidate should have previous experience in the public office so people know
what their visions and. priorities have
been in the past. Secondly, in voting for
a president one should ask what the
candidate's view of America is and how
it relates to one's own opinion. Thirdly,
Smith says that it is important to know
the style of the candidate, transformational or transactional, whether or not he
has changed this style and whether that
signifies weakness or flexibility.
One question from the audience addressed whether Bush and Gore were
running for presidency merely to carry
on their family name. Smith replied that
oftentimes "good politicians aren't necessarily good statesmen," and that many
times their desire for the presidency is
because of self-interest. The audience
and guest speakers also discussed the

Kathy Smith, a professor of politics and chairwoman of the department, Howell
Smith, a professor of history, and Winn Legerton, a visiting professor of
humanities, discuss the presidency at the March 28 Discovery Series.
benefits and drawbacks of Bush and audience agreed that the character ofthe
Gore's previous experiences as a gover- candidates should be one of the issues
norandasenator, respectively. The audi- addressed instead of weighing the issues
ence agreed that effectiveness ana ethics and the character of the candidate sepaare two important characteristics to look rately.
"It was interesting to see three different
at in the candidates.
perspectives
from professors in three dif"With Clinton there has been enough
effectiveness that the public has been ferent departments, as well as hearing the
willing to write off his ethical discrepan- audience members opinions," freshman
cies," Legerton said. The majority of the Kevin Greer said.

The television was owned by
the university.
An estimate of its value was not
available.

PoLICE BEAT
by the university was stolen from
a lab in Reynolds Gymnasium
between 5 p.m. March 6 and 6
a.m. March 13.
Two frames on display in the
Benson University Center were
stolen between 5:30 p.m. March
22 and noon March 23.
The frames, which belonged to
University Stores, were worth
$340.
A student's ThinkPadcomputer
was stolen from a Collins Residence Hall lounge shortly after
midnight.
A television was stolen from a
Poteat House lounge between 8
p.m. March25 and 11 p.m. March
26.

'· '

Miscellaneous
An employee in the Worrell
Professional Center received an
obscene voice mail message from
a persone whom they did not
know.
The message was left sometime
between 5 p.m. March 17 and
8:30 a.m. March 20.
University Police later identified the caller as a student.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to the dean's offlee.
A student was cited in Lot A,
behind Eflrd Residence Hall, for
operating a vehicle after consuming alcoholic beverages at 1 a.m.

March25.
University Police pulled the student over because she did not
stop for a stop sign at Gulley Drive
and jasper Memory Lane.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to the dean's offlee.
Astudentdrivingon Wake Forest Road was issued a citation for
driving while impaired at 3: 17
a.m. March 25.
The student was stopped after
driving through a stoplight.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to the dean's offlee.
An underage student was found
to have consumed alcoholic beverages at 12:38 a.m. March 26 in
Lot C, located in front of the
Benson.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to the dean's offlee.

A student who was driving on
Wake Forest Road was issued a
citation for driving while impaired
and transporting an open container of liquor at2:23 a.m. March
26.
University Police stopped the
student for running a stoplight.
Information about this incident
was forwarded to the dean's office.
An individual in the Scales Fine
Arts Center was issued a citation
for trespassing at 9:07p.m. March
23.
The individual had previously
trespassed in another incident
when he drove his vehicle onto
the Quad.
Wake Forest University Police
handled 55 calls from March 20
to March 26 including 15 incidents and investigations and 40
requests for service.
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF tan be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
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For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing the SAT, LSAT. GMAT, GRE, MCAT or
TOEFL:, take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

For Information or to enroll In a clasa near you.
call :1..-&GO-KAP-TEST or vlatt us online at kaptest.com.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan

(SRAs) from TIAA-(REF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

5102,068
$67,514

and Soda! Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the funds. 1 Add to that TIAA-

$41,232
531,931

CREF's solid investment performance. bolstered by our
commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more

$,3,0~2.

money working for you.

$11,609

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire-

INVEST AS IJ1'11.EAS ment today with tax-deferred
$25amanth
through 1n 1utomatk

SRAs. We think you will find it
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Vigil

night to promote peace and understanding, hot to spark up more
of a conflict."
Next to address the vigil was
Continued from Page A1
junior KhalidJones, president of
Student Government.Jones spoke
and others that spoke up against about the different aspects of intheNazis." Candles were also dis- tolerance that he has witnessed as
tributed to everyone present. M- a student here and wa)-:S to interter the lighting of the candles, the pret them and deal with them.
other ~>'}Jeakers began.
"Hate is not new here," Jones
said.
"But I also know that we are
The next to address the group
was Mike Zarkin, theNorth Caro- not unused to resilience."
lina Hillel program director for
Junior Jennifer Wynne then
the Triad area, who offered a read sections of The Diary ofAnne
prayer for the campus commu- Frank. She was followed by junior
nity and all who felt and still feel Martin Price. Among Price's rethe effects of the Holocaust. Se- marks were calls for tolerance and
niorSarahAustrin-Willis, amem- understanding, as well as· a perber ofthe.TSO, followed Zarkin. sonal pledge to be conscious of
Austrin-Willis read selections bigotry and to fight againstit. "Refrom Tell Them We Remember by membering is ailifficultthing, but
Susan Bachrach. Thesectionsreail absolutely necessary. Only by realoud discussed the history ofanti- membering can we be moved to
Semitism and the oppression of say, not in my community, not in
Jews from antiquity to the 20th my nation, nowhere in the world,"
century. "The purpose was to Price said.
David Ettin, a professor of Enreach the entire campus," AustrinWillis said. "We were here to- glish and the JSO adviser, was

next to speak. He read selections
from a work of his own, Speaking
Silences. Ettin was followed by the
final speaker, senior Matthew
Barber. Barber is a coordinator of
the "Advocates" and of the College Democrats on campus. "It is
an unfortunate part of our joint
heritage that hate has been passed
down. We must use our hope and
love to move beyond this," Barber said.
There was a reverant tone after
the meeting. The speakers and
attendants of the ceremony remained on the steps for minutes
after the closing to discuss the
issues further. When asked what
she felt that the campus had to
gain from the experience, Eling
said, "Overall, I hope that we can
turn this into a learning experience. Hate is out there and it isn't
always easily distinguishable, but
it affects everyone. If you let it
happen to others, someday it will
happen to you. We all have our
own horrible history that teaches
us this."
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Chris Carlstrom/Old Gold and Black

Gathered under the watchful eye of Wait Chapel, students and professors alike hold a vigil to
remember the Holocaust and combat hate speech in all forms.

GSSA
Continued from Page A1

•

in strength and numbers.
The banquet at the commencement of Pride Week honors and
thanks many faculty and staff who
have been supporters of GSSA's
cause.
This year, Charlie Richman, a
professor of psychology; Susan
Borwick, a professor ofmusic and
the director of women's studies,
and Stewart Ellis, a presbyterian
minister, all spoke at the banquet.
Ulrike Wiethaus, an associate
professor of interdisciplinary appointments, was honored with the

Perry Patterson award, named for
the current professor of economics, for her commitment and dedication to the gay and lesbian cause.
Wiethaus teaches a course on
gay and lesbian studies through
the women's studies department
and also played a significant part
in the founding of Friends of the
GSSA, a group designed for faculty, staff and alumni to raise
money for and otherwise support
the GSSA.
The movies and discussion topics selected for the week encompass a diversity of viewpoints and
cultures. They range from Pasolini,
an Italian Crime, an Italian movie
with subtitles about the murder of
an Italian poet and film director,

Trek
Continued from Page A1
attended school at the old campus.
Interested in sharing their stories and memories,
when this weekend began, the alumni invited current students of the university to join them during
the weekend.
"A lot of students don't realize that Wake moved
to its current location only about 50 years ago,"
Stone said. "Thus, there are still lots of alumni
around who went to school on this old campus.
They don't feel as connected to the new Reynolda
campus so every year they have events at the old
campus to share their Wake experience with us."

to If These Walls Could Talk 2, the
recently-aired HBO movie about
lesbian couples through three
decades. The movies will be followed by discussions of the issues
raised.
On March 31, the week will be
wrapped up with a documentary
followed by a discussion on
whether or not gays can become
straight. Lee, who will host the
event, hopes that the controversial subject will introduce some
new ideas and spark a good discussion.
Anyone who is interested is invitedtoattendtheevents. To learn
more about Pride Week, visit the
GSSA Web site at http:/ I
gssa.wfu.edu.

And, in fact, the experiences are not that different.
Stone and other students who have been to the old
campus say that this campus has the same close-knit
feel as the Reynolda campus. The architecture is
even the same.
No matter where one attended university classes,
Stone feels that the old gold and black connects
everyone, and because of this, the "Trek to VTake
Forest" is important.
,
"It gives us a better understanding of wher1! our
school has come from and how much it has gn) wn,"
she said. "It is a good time to interact with <Hums
besides Homecoming. We can learn a lot'from
them. They went to Wake and we go to Wake and
so we have a special connection with them."
Students wanting additional information should
contact the Alumni Activities Office at Ext. 5264.

6oz.

Fresh Stripe or

Colgate Total

2~c~

Prices Effective Through April 4., 2000
Prices: In This: Ad Effective Wednesday, March 29, Through April4, :2000
In Our Winston Salem mres: only. We Reserve The Right 'to Limit Quantitia,
None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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Fox game show 'Greed' holds auditions on campus
Students undergo a ~round
selection process for the
opportunity to participate in show.

"('Greed') gives students the opportunity
to leave college with an edge over
everyone else. Instead of a student
By Will Barrett
having loans and expenses to pay off
Contributing &porter
when leaving, students would have a
jump start in life."
Students got greedy March 29 by skipCasey Slade
ping classes to interview for an opportu-
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nity to win $ 2 million on the game show
"Greed" interviewer
"Greed," a multi-million dollar game
show on Fox, much like the famous "Who
Wants to be a Millionaire?" on ABC.
Instead of a student having loans and
Both shows are similar in that they expenses to pay off when leaving, stuoffer a chance to win an excess of a dents would have a jump start in life."
College "Greed" will have games with
million dollars. "Greed," however, adds
a brutal competitiveness that turns a seem- students from five different sports conferingly innocent game show into an intel- ences, including the ACC. "Greed" inlectual gladiator arena. Players not only terviewers have been to six different
work as a team, but also for themselves, schools in the ACC, this campus being
being able to "terminate" one of their the final stop. They hope the competitive
own teammates. Keeping in continua- nature of college sports will transfer to
tion with the Fox line-up of "The the game show. The process of choosing
Simpsons," "Ally McBeal" and "The X- a student consists ofthree different rounds.
files," "Greed" appeals to a more youth- First, students answer a 24-question mulful crowd. Instead of using obscure his- tiple choice test similar to the questions
torical intellect like game shows "Jeop- on the show. They have to make a certain
ardy" and "Win Ben Stein's Money," score to continue into the next round.
Chris Cartstrom/0/d Gold and Black
"Greed's" questions focus on pop cul- The test is graded on a higher curve than
nonnal because college students are more Dozens of students forsook classes for a shot at $2 million by applying to be part of the "Greed" ACC Team. Up to four
ture.
Since "Greed" focuses more on the proficient than th,eir Los Angeles coun- university students will be chosen to travel to California to meet with the the show's executive producer.
university age group, they decided to do terparts.
They then briefly interview the re- ture ranging from "a professional sports the university. They will be flown to the university, will air on Fox sometime
a special college edition. Case~ Slade,
maining
few, asking questions such as mascot" to just being "filthy rich." Fi- Hollywood on the weekend of April 14, in May. There will be advertisements for
one of the interviewers, said that Greed"
andtheexecutiveproducerwillma.k.ethe the college edition beginning the end of
"gives students the opportunity to leave "What do you want to do when you grow nally, on April 10, the team of intercollege with an edge over everyone else. up?" Most answers were comical in na- viewers will call about five students from final cut "Greed,"featuringastudentfrom April.

WAKE WATCH
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Hyou have a question about something on campus, send e-mail to news@ogb.wfu.edu,
fax to Ext. 4561 or write to P.O. Box 7569.
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Parking Management branch of University Police gave out 18,321 parking tickets.

Q.: Now that all the dorms on south
campus are being designated for fresh-

Q.: If the University Police banking representative with the code see if they are available (in packets). If usually just displays the hours of opera- men, is there going to be enough

number. To help protect their identity, available, we will get them by the end of tion. The one in IS is backdated because room for all the upperclassmen on
we use a W achovia that is not on cam- the week or the beginning of next week," the sign is broken and they are waiting for campus? - C.M.
Mike Bellefeuil, the food service director the company to send a replacement.
pus."
The Student Union is in charge of the A: According to Connie Carson, the diThe informant will receive cash or a said.
sign in the copy center and it still displays rector of Residence Life and Housing,
A: University Police follows the stan- cashiers check for information leading to
there will not be any fewer bed spaces for
Q.: Why aren't the flashing signs in information from first semester.
dards set in place by Crimestoppers In- an arrest and prosecution.
upperclassmen
next year.
Benson and IS ever changed? - S.B.
ternational.
Q:
How
many
parking
tickets
have
One
floor
of
Luter will be designated
People who call the Crimestoppers line Q: Why doesn't the Benson food
are given a code number.
court have any non-low fat ranch or A: Amanda Hemerick, the marketing been issued last year on the Reynolda for freshmen.
Thisshouldreplacethespotsfreshmen
manager for ARAMARK said that she campus?- J.A.
"We actually enlist the assistance of Italian dressing? - A.S.
was
not
aware
of
any
backdated
material.
currently
occupy on the Quad, dependW achovia," Police Chief Regina Lawson
.... ifl ~.~~son is kept ~.w:re.~t. and ... ~: .f~oll},.fall·19~8. to;sprmg 1999, the·· ~g on the,number offre~e~. · ·· .
.:.~~?i ~Th~Y hav~.to. g9 t?.a ?esignated A: "We can check ~our~~PP..~e,r:~~.,:~: . s.ign
. ' ~ .. -:
)tqql1 trOn ,lt.·~.f[ ri'10~ :,.tit ri).~Jft)f!t
.'?.fl::,.:f.~ ~
.__.:(q ,i~(~.!~J.0 ·u, -~H!

crimestoppers line, Ext. 4477, is anonymous, how do they pay out the cash
rewards?- W.W.
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THE WIRE
MSU. to examine 3,()()(). Purdue hunger strike
year-old skeleton
protests sweatshops
EAST LANSING, Mich. - This
week Michigan State University
anthropologists will begin examining 3,000-year-old human skel·
etal remains found at a Bay City
construction site.
Bay City officials granted the
university permission March 28
to examine the remains, found
March 24 by MSU archaeologists
in four and a half feet of sand
during a routine search for historical objects at a planned construe·
tion site. The archaeologists were
examining an area near the
Marquette Street Viaduct, slated
for construction later this year.
An extensive archaeological dig
will take place in May to search
for artifacts at the construction
site. Lavis said he and other MSU
scientists will look for stone tools,
pottery, food storage pits and fire
pits to determine what culture
lived in the area.
MSU was given permission to
begin tests on the remains to de·
termine the age, gender and
whether the body was buried with
others after the Bay County medical examiner declared the remains
did not require an autopsy.
"The site is a known artifact
area," said Dr. Howard Hurt, the
county's medical examiner. "MSU
scientists confirmed the skeleton
was an archaeological problem,
the police are not missing bodies
and it's not known as a burial
ground for murders."
Bay City officials should receive
a report of his findings in two or
three weeks to help determine
what to do with the remains.
"At this point, it is premature (to
say) what to do with the bones,"
said John Kolessar, Bay City director of engineering and public
infrastructure. "It depends what
they are. If they are Indian, we
will turn them over to the tribe. H
not, they will become artifacts for
a museum."
- The State News

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Six
students at Purdue University continue in a hunger strike in protest
of sweatshop labor within the collegiate licensing industry.
Graduate student Fouadjaber,
sophomore Monica Casanova,
junior Ben Partridge, freshman
Elizabeth Gattman, graduate student Nathan Strange and senior
Elizabeth Wolthausen have re·
signed themselves to not eating
and living in tents on Memorial
Mall, an open park area in the
center of the Purdue University
campus.
Partridge said the hunger strike
is an effort to pressure the university to join the Worker's Rights
Consortium, a factory-monitoring
agency.
"We have negotiated with them
in good faith but we won't allow
them to pressure us into joining
the WRC," said joe Bennett, vice
president of Purdue University
relations. "We haven't ruled it out
of course, but our perspective is
that we don't know enough about
it ... "
Partridge, who is enrolled in the
college of Science and the Liberal
Arts, said the group consulted
doctors and dieticians. "We've
only had water and juice. I am
going to stay out here as long as I
physically can until action is taken.
Beeringcould end this right now,"
he said.
Partridge said there is a moral
imperative for the strike. "We're
afraid that he doesn't realize that
human exploitationis taking place,
and that it is unacceptable for the
university to be involved in," he
said.
MancinisaidPSASstagedarally
March 27 afternoon, drawing
nearly a hundred people, including steelworker unions and Indiana University students.
"All in all I think that the Purdue
students are definitely moving
toward an ultimate victory," said

ill junior Erik Woodworth, a
member of the activist group
NO SWEAT!, who attended the
rally. "IT Beering feels that starving six of his students is in his best
interest then it makes me slighdy
curious about his sanity and role
in an institution of higher learning. On a side note, Iowa students
have staged a sit-out in solidarity
with Purdue students, as well."
ill junior Micah Maidenberg,
anothermemberofNOSWEAT!,
spoke at the rally, addressing the
virtues of the WRC.
"There's a national movement
toward it and I think that will heat
things up for (Beering)," he said.
"Though he's ignoring the strikers for the moment, eventually
they'll get caught up in the national momentum."
- Indiana Daily Student
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'Got Beer' campaign
abandoned by activists
MISSOULA, Mont-The People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals pulled their "Got Beer" campaign launched two weeks ago
out of "respect" for protests made
by the Mothers Against Drunk
Driving organization, said PETA's
college campaign coordinator,
Morgan Leyh of the University of
Montana.
The renamed "Dump Dairy"
campaign is still geared towards
college students, but is taking a
different afproach. Instead of
"Got Beer? PETA is now sending missing posters of "Charlie
the Calf" who was "last seen crying as he was being taken from his
mother on a dairy farm."
MADD avidly opposed the
cam~aign, deeming it "irresponsible and claiming it would encourage college students to drink.
Despite the decision to stop the
campaign, Leyhstillmaintains that
the "Got Beer?" slogan was not
intended to heighten alcohol use
in college students, but rather raise
awareness of animal cruelty issues.
PETA pulled the slogan as well
as sending a $500 contribution to
MADD and establishing a link to
their website on PET A's
www.milksucks.com web site.
-Montana Kaimin
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Enroll Now!
Earth Semester or Un'iverse Semester
September- December 2000
Four Summer Programs Offered - A total immersion experience
Environmental science in Arizona
16 Ivy League credits - Financial aid available
www.bio2.edu- 800-992-4603 ·email: arizona@bio2.edu
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Freshmen go to south campus for fall
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PhilOsophY

Calgary professor of philosphy,
focused on parallels between appropriate attitudes and appropriate responses to good and bad
characters.
Continued from Page A1
"I hope people just took away
By Tracie MacDonald
panel discussions on March 25 the idea ofthe parallels, plus the
of RLH, the reasoning behind this decision CherJacques, a Bostwick resident, said.
Old Gold and Black Reporter
and 26. Five or six panels would idea that virtue and desert are
was to cultivate more unity among freshmen
"At first when I found out I was in Bostwick,
meet during each session, and important moral concepts, plus
b}' placing them all together.
I didn't like the idea of all girls. But then it
As the university approaches the annual
each panel discussed two to four the idea that discussing values in
hi addition, the university feels that the hall ended up a lot more fun than I expected. Guys
time when students are scrambling for hous- system of the south campus dorms encour- don't need to live here. They can just come
papers.
the way my paper did, a little
ing and roommates, Residence Life and Hous- ages more socializing among residents, while visit."
The groups discussed such is- mathematically, with graphs reping has declared a decision that will affect the suite system on ilie Quad may foster more
sues as "Social Choice and Prac- resenting the structure of the valBostwick will house both women and men,
where all students will live in the upcoming seclusion.
tical Rationality," "Conseguen- ues, can be illuminating," Hurka
which then presented the question of where
year.
tialism vs. Deontology" and "Va- said.
In order to make this endeavor logistically the women who would have lived in Bostwick
Currently, a small quantity of freshmen possible, the university had to address the would live.
rieties of Classical UtilitarianShelly Kagan, a professor of
men live on the Quad ~ several suites in problem of where the freshmen males would
ism." Each discussion was philosophy from Yale UniverThe university decided to move those girls
Taylor House and Efird Residence Hall, both live.
chaired by a different professor sity, also gave a plenary talk on
to one hall of Luter Residence Hall, making
predominately upperclassmen dorms. For
from
various universities.
whether or not moralized
They decided to make Bostwick Residence Luter the home of the remaining freshmen,
next year, RLH pfans to switch the housing of Hall, traditionally an all-girls dorm since its Greeks, independents and upperclassmen parIn addition to organizing the consequentialism has a regress
these upcoming freshmen males to locations opening, co-ed for the first time next year. ticipating in Students Housed In Substanceconference, Weinstein was the problem. "Since I think this overon south campus.
chairman of the "Utilitarianism all kind of approach - moralHowever, not all Bostwick residents are Free Theme, substance-free housing.
"I think it is a nice idea to move all the pleased with the decision.
and British Idealism" panel. "Ide- ized consequentialism- is a plauAccording to Carson, this move will also be
freshmen to south campus," freshman Tracy
alism, like utilitarianism, was an sible type of moral theory, it is
"I don't think Bostwick should become co- beneficial in meeting the needs of upperclassHermann said.
important anti-empirical 19th important to see whether or not
ed because guys are stinky and we don't think men, more of whom have been requesting to
According to Connie Carson, the director they should stink up Bostwick," freshman live on the Quad in recent years.
century philosophical move- it really has this kind of problem
ment which is generally consid- ·in a bad way, and whetlier it can
ered anti-utilitarian," Weinstein be solved while still being true to
said. Besides the panel discus- the defining ideas of this apsions, there were five featured proach," Kagan said.
speakers, including Brian Barry,
Other university professors
a professor of philosophy from who took part in the conference
Columbia University, who de- include Andrew Cross, an assislivered the keynote address "The tantprofessorofphilosophy, who
served as chairman for UniverLimits of Universalism."
Barry's talk was the James sity of California-Berkeley proSteintrager Lecture in Political fessor of philosophy Samuel
Philosophy and Jurisprudence, Scheffler'sfalk, "RawlSandUtilinamed after a memoer of the tarianism;" Win-Chiat Lee, an
politics department who passed associate professor and chairman
away in 1982. Barry said that the of philosophy, who was the chairKatherine Byes, a vistting
lecture provided a good oppor- man for Barry's talk, "The Limprofessor of music, rehearses
tunity for people around the its of Universalism;" Michael
a piece for the music departworld to share their opinions on Griffin, a visiting assistant promenfs performance of 'A
philosophical issues.
fessor of philoso_phy, who was
Celebration of Women
"I attended the conference be- the chairman for Kagan's talk on
Artists: Works Portraying
cause it brings together a good "Does Moralized Consethe Seasons,' an event
groupofpeople,bothfromNorth quentialism Have a Regress
celebrating women's
America and Europe, as well as Problem?"; and John Dinan, a
Japan, to discuss important ques- visiting assistant professor ofpolihistory month, on March 22
tions," Barry said. "The main tics who served as chairman for
in Brendle Recttal Hall.
point in my lecture is that we can the discussion on "Utilitarianadhere to the idea that there are ism and International Politics."
Amanda Jones/
universal human rights without
According to Lee, the conferOld Gold and Black
denying that local communities ence was successful in exchangcan legitimately impose some ing different ideas with a wide
standards to preserve amenities variety of people. "Generally,
curred. When asked about the The state Court of Appeals up- either the defendant or the prosthat could be set in different ways my hope was simply that people
if most people wanted it. There from many different disciplines
likelihood of the death penalty held Jones' conviction in June, ecution.
being applied to a drunk driving but since the three-judge panel
After the court issues a ruling,
is, for example, no human right and different parts of the world
to keep pigs in your back gar- couldexchangetheirlatestthinkcase, Ronald Wright, a professor couldn't reach a unanimous deci- which usually lasts from one to
Continued from Page A1
oflaw, said, "whenever a prosecu- sion, the case was sent to the N C nine months, either side can take
den, nor is there a human right ing about human welfare and
to be protected against pigs. This the many other ethical issues
lawyers, this conviction could be tor decides what charge to bring, Supreme Court. Court ofAppeals their case to the prosecution, arcan legitimately be decided on that were in one way or another
applied extremely to uninten- the prosecutor has to anticipate JudgeJames WynnJr. referred to guingfor stricter, well-defined laws
tional accide~ts,involving.!lp~e.d-." JYJ.lat Jh.~ j'!P.!Y w~\I.J4, s.~y.J~~Y!'!l1, the..case in his dissenting~pinil;m onthi~, are~ !?~the ~~'r· .WJ9nes.. .. . ~. ac~ordance ~th lo<;~ ~~~ _, ,genera~.d.:~Y the d!sc~sipn of
loses his appe.hl, he ·also may-~k · tom:>~· .. · ·- · · ·
.. ·· "c'' "Utilii'Arlanism;"Lee-sald. "I11ililk
ing or disobeying traffic signs.
though its techniciil; I' don't think· as statutory gymnastics. ·
All that the prosecutors would a prosecutor would go for it beRegardless of how the court the U.S. Supreme Court to review
Another featured speaker, the conference did very well in
have to do is prove a felony oc- causethejurywouldn'tgoalong." rules, it is not the last resort for the ruling.
Thomas Hurka, University of this regard."
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Time of Remembrance
The Division of Student Life commends the efforts of
the following campus groups in broadening our
understancling of Judaism and the Holocaust. All
members of the community are welcome to attend
the following events. We especially urge students to
take the time to attend one or more of these events.
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Business Office
518 Benson University Center
Winston-Salem, NC 27109
336-758-5279
336-758-4561 (fax)
Help Wanted
Libby Hill Seafood Now Hiring!
Lunch and Dinner waitstaff and
cashiers. Fun Family Atmosphere.
Great Tips.
Very Flexible Hours.
Apply 2561 Peters-Creek Parkway.

Computer Programmer/Analyst
No Experience Needed!
IMS, a biomedical software fum in
Silver Spring, .MD, employs 120
programmers developing
biomedical systems and software.
SAS, C, C++, JAVA, ACCESS,
SYBASE and many other languages.
Knowledge of one computer
programming language required.
Paid or and full benes. Nice
working conditions. BS degree and
3.0+ GPA required. For details see
imsweb.com or call toll-free
(888) 680-5057.

Excellent Temporary Position
Available During the High Point
Furniture Market! If you are
professional, articulate, and
available day time and weekends
between April3rd and April Uth,
please fax your pertinent
information to:
336-768-6940

EXCELLENT PAY!!

Commercial Rates
lnm.......... $6.00
3 runs.......... $15.00

Student/Faculty Rates
lnm.......... $2.00
3runs.......... $5.00

Event
History Forum

LOOKING FORA PAID
INTERNSHIP TinS SUMMER?
Gain valuable "Business
Experience" for your RFSUME earn
over $6,000. For more infonnation,
visit www. tuitionpainters.com

SUMMER CAMP! Seeks STAFF with
deep commitment to CHRIST.
Rock climbing, riding, mountain biking,
swimming, whitewater canoeing, arts,
backpacking, high ropes course, tennis,
cooks.. .more.
KAHDALEA- girls. CHOSATONGAboys
2500 Morgan Mill Road, Brevard, North
Carolina 28712
(828) 884-6834
kahdalea@citcom.net

Biologists
No Experience needed!!
Earn up to 35K after 1 year
40K after 2years
IMS, a biomedical software fum
in Silver Spring, MD, is offering a free 4
week programming course. We hire 90%
of students who take this course. Course
starts 6/12/00. For details see
imsweb.com or call (888) 680-5057.

Travel
North Myrtle Beach
Floyd's Motel
Adjacent to Sea Shell and
Helms-Vista Motels.
For Beach Week, call
1-&X}-200-1511
Special
GRAD WEEK
$100 per person and up
www.retreatmyrtlebeach.com
1-80().645..3618

Wanted
Uke watching sporting events? Enjoy
going to the movies? Interested in
covering campus issues? Be a reporter
for the OG&B!
Call Brian@ X. 5280

Place

Sponsor

April3,2000
6:30p.m.

Lecture Hall" A,"

April6, 2000
8:00p.m.

Brendle Recital Hall Jewish Student
Organization
Chaplain's Office
Department of Music

"Jews & Christians
Reading the Bible:
Are We Talking
only to Ourselves"

April11,2000
3:00p.m.

202 Wingate Hall

Divinity School

Holocaust
Remembrance Day

April12, 2000
3:00p.m.

Tribble Hall
Courtyard

Jewish Srudent
Organization

Shoah,a
documentary film
on the Holocaust

April18-20,2000
Evenings

Pugh Auditorium

Benson University
Center

Magnolia Room

Jewish Student
Organization

Buy. Sell. Awraise

mE HISTORY SHOP
Civil War and World War Memorabilia
Stamps • Coins • Old Books •
Collectibles • Historical Items *
Documents • Antiques
We Buy, Sell, and Appraise
117-B Reynolda Village
NexttoWFU
777-0434

Time

"An Evening with

MadameF"

Passover Seder
Photo Exhibit on
the Holocaust

April24, 2000
6:00p.m.

History Department

Winston Hall

April 24- May 15, Benson University
Center
2000

Jewish Student
Organization, Z. Smith
Reynolds Library, and
Benson University
Center
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Old Gold and Black Editorials

OPINION
This column represents the views of the Old Gold and Black Editorial Board.

DWI case should
be a lesson
Two university students were killed
and four others injured on Sepl 4,
1996 when Thomas Robert_Tones's
pickup truck hit a curve and careened
into their car less than two miles from
campus.
As a result of the accident, Jones
became the first person to ever be
charged with first-degree murder in a
drunk-driving case in the state of
North Carolina. Consequently,
because North Carolina allows the
application of capital punishment,
Jones became the first person in the
nation to face a potential death
sentence for druDk driving.
While drunk driving is one of the
most irresponsible and negligent
things that a person is capable of, the
unclear application of the charge of
first degree murder in cases of drunk
driving may open the door for manipulation of the law.
The State Assembly had a specific
legislative intent when they passed the
statutes that would govern murder in
this state. They reserved the harshest
punishments for those who planned to
kill a person and then executed their
plan. The Assembly reserved for
those who unwillingly or unknowingly
engaged in a course of action that
resulted in a death the lesser charge of
manslaughter. The State attorney's
decision to apply the charge of firstdegree murder to DWI offenders
might be challenged as a distortion of
the legislative intent of the law.
Clearly a decision to drink and
drive that results in the injury or death
of others should be strongly condemned by the law, and those who

are found guilty of manslaughter
should receive a severe punishment.
In cases of repeated offenses, a firstdegree murder charge for deaths
resulting from drunk driving may
very well be a viable option.
The fact that the charge of firstdegree murder was brought against
Jones is a sign that the state is unwilling to tolerate drunk driving, and this
is an action that should be applauded. However, the North Carolina State Assembly should consider
further legislation clarify the
situations in which a first-d.egree
murder charge should be applied to
drunk dri"ing incidents. ~faking
explicit the ramifications of drunk
driving will not only uphold justice,
but also benefit those who are left to
prosecute perpetrators by darif)ing
their legal avenues.
The Old Gold and .B/JJd; also wishes
to make an appeal to university
students to refrain from drinking and
driving. Drunk driving, like so many
regrets, may well be something
which will hau..1.t you for the rest of
your life. The emotional devastation
and ongoing legislation should serve
as reminders of the absolute necessity
of avoiding driving while under the
influence of alcohol.
The popularity of off-campus parties
has given rise to concern about drunk
students driving back to campus.
Endeavors such as the "EZ Rides"
Taxi program aspire to give students
safe transportation alternatives.
Encouraging these options will be a
significant step forward in curbing the
incidence of drunk driving.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Trip to Prague makes
insert more painful

playing cabaret music in a women's
copies, were also unethical. To
orchestra used to entertain Nazis while
paraphrase Dr. Hearn, we at Wake
prisoners went to their deaths. The
Forest must not counter hate with
Benson University Center also plans to hate; we must not let our anger
show the documentary film Shoah April toward Bradley Smith destroy our
I want to thank the many people 18-20 in Pugh Auditorium. The Divinbonds of community.
students, faculty, administrators and
ity School will host a lecture by ProfesWe must continue to heal as a
staff- who submitted letters/editorials
sor Ed Greenstein at 3:00 p.m. Aprilll community and to work together
to the OG&B in response to the horin Wingate 202 on the topic of jews . toward a constructive resolution.
rible lapse in judgment on the part of
and Christians Reading the Bible: Axe
The Old Gold
Black is taking
certain members of the paper's staff. I
We Talking Only to Ourselves?"
positive steps to prevent a crisis like
want to also thank those members of
Professor Greenstein is professor of
this in the future. We wish the staff
the staff for the way in which they have Biblical Studies at Tel Aviv University. well in this process, and we hope
responded to just outrage. I write
At 6:30 p.m. April3 in Winston A the
that the whole university can also
these words thirty minutes past midhistory department will offer a forum
learn from this experience and grow
night, after having just returned to
on historical documentation and
stronger.
Vienna from an exhausting trip to
Holocaust denial literature.
Prague with the Flow House students
If our campus conversations~nl
Sarah Austrin-Willis
and colleagues. The part of this visit
fq.c~~on_tl;!e
contJ;:W~o
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into the depths of my soul and which
· .imp.ortant learning moment.
~-h~
will forever remain its most vivid
world's eyes were focused on the
memory was our visit this morning to
Pope's recent vis~t to Isr~el, in w!llch.
the Jewish Quarter of Prague. As
he asked for forg~veness m the histone
we entered the Pinkas Synagogue we
oppression ofJews, we found ourselves
saw- no, were overwhelmed by - the
on a smaller stage, reflecting on our
This is GSSA's Pride Week, and
names of the 77,297 documented
own capacity for forgiveness and
our organization has 'posted fliers to
Czech and Moravian Jewish victims of healing. Each of us can renew our
publicize the week's events.
the Holocaust inscribed on its walls. It
commibnent to combat hate with
An anonymous person or group
was more than I could bear.
knowledge through participation in
responded by posting alternative
We must continue to bear witness to
one of the many events scheduled this
"Pride" fliers. Under a picture of two
the truth.
month on campus. Come, let us learn
men embracing that they copied
together.
from our fliers appears the Biblical
David B. Levy
passage " ... they parade their sin
Professor and Chair
Kenneth A. Zick like Sodom, they do not hide it"
Dept. of Music
Vice President from Isaiah 3:9 and a verse from
Student Life & Instructional Resources Titus that urges us "to say 'No!' to
ungodliness and worldly passions."
Clearly these posters are intended to
proclaim the sinfulness of homosexuals, and they do so in a most
deplorable way. Besides being
anonymous,
which certainly preThank you for your apology in last
cludes
thoughtful
discussion, these
week's newspaper. The admission of
The Old Gold and Black's apology in
posters
present
no
theological
last week's issue was very well remistake and the heartfelt humility,
analysis of the issue nor do they
ceived by members of the Jewish
which your opinion conveyed, go a
even
offer firm Biblical basis for a
long way toward healing the injury
Student Organization and others on
viewpoint
that, at best, leaves much
done in our community. There are
campus. The editors made a strong
to
conjecture.
They amount to little
many lessons to be learned by all of us
and courageous decision in apologizbut
anti-gay
quasi-religious
rhetoric.
during this ordeal. We learned that the ing for the decision to distribute "The
These fliers are an assault against
lessons of history may deserve more
Revisionist" in the March 16 issue and
this
community. I say 'assault',
credence than the abstract right to
in creating a policy to prevent similar
because
any extraction of a few
publish anything, that hate speech
situations in the future. From the
verses
from
a very large volume
should not counter hate speech, words Jewish Student Organization to the
without
discussion
of context is an
can evoke enormous grief, and that a
editorial and business staff, our deepest
attack on intellect and an affront to
concerned community can respond to
thanks.
the intellectual environment univerthe perpetuation of a lie. We also
The JSO would also like to thank
sities are expected to maintain.
learned to trust our newspaper to
many groups and individuals around
not only is such an anonyFurther,
respond in a wise and thoughtful
campus for their help in resolving the
mous
display
cowardly, it also erases
manner.
controversy. President Hearn and Vice
any hope for candid discussion of a
Now we have an opportunity to be a
President Zick, we thank you for your
multifaceted
issue.
witness to the reality of the Holocaust.
quick and effective response, bringing
of a responsible
Being
a
member
We also can learn and experience
the issue to the attention of the campus
campus
organization
that seeks to
more about Judaism and the inter-faith
and leading the university community
foster
discussion
of
important
issues,
dialogue between Christians and Jews.
to a constructive resolution. Nathan
I invite anyone who has interest in
Our recent encounter with "historical
Kirkpatrick and the Resident Student
these issues to attend this week's
revision" should awaken us to the
Association, we appreciate your
The phantom menace who
events.
ultimate purpose of education - the
sponsoring the forum on March 20 ·
plastered
our advertisements with
enlightenment of the mind and spirit.
and helping to start a campus-wide
unsupported
rhetoric has certainly
Several events in the next month will
dialogue, Charles Goodman and
his/her
interest clear, so I
made
provide us with this opportunity. The
WAKE-TV, we appreciate your 1
extend a special invitation to him/
Jewish Student Organization has
continuing that dialogue with the
her.
planned an observance of Holocaust
March 23 presentation of "The
Martin Price
Remembrance Day, Yom HaShoah, at
Struggle." Last but not least, thanklou
Junior
3:00p.m. April12 in the Tribble Hall
to Martin Price,Jeremy Bishop an
courtyard. A photo exhibit on the
the members of the Gay-Straight
Holocaust is being planned for the
Student Alliance for all of the moral
Benson University Center in late April. support and hours oflegwork that ·
Students, faculty, and staff are also
brought the campus together.
We welcome letters. Send yours
invited to celebrate Passover at a Seder
In addition, the JSO strongly disapvia e-mail to letters@ogb.wfu.edu,
and dinner at 6:00p.m. on April24 in
proves of the hateful responses of
by campus mail to P.O. Box 7569,
the Magnolia Room. Actor-musician
some members of the university
Winston-Salem,
N.C. 27109, or
Claudia Stevens will perform "An
community to the events of the past
deliver
it
to
Benson
518. We
Evening with Madam F," at 8:00p.m.
couple of weeks. Personal defamation
reserve
the
right
to
edit
all letters
April 6 in the Brendle Recital Hall.
of the staff of the Old Gold and
for
length
and
clarity.
No
anonyThis play is based on the true story of
Black was vicious and inappropriate.
mous
letters
will
be
printed.
concentration camp survivor, Fania
Some other reactions, such as
Fenelon, who survived Auschwitz by
removal of the insert from unread

and

While

benefits community
This week is the Gay-Straight
Pride Week should not be excluStudent Alliance's Pride Week 200.
sive to members of GSSA - students
Throughout the week, GSSA will be
from all walks of life should attend
holding events to foster understanding these events to gain a broader
and communication both inside and
appreciation and understanding for
outside of the gay community.
the homosexual community on
In many ways, the university's
campus and throughout the world.
community is sheltered from the
Whether or not you agree with
outside world. However, it's imperaGSSA's mission, Pride Week is a
tive that students become familiar
valuable opportunity to engage in
with the growing diversity in Ameriintellectual discourse with other
can culture.
members of the community.
Given the mission of higher
This week offers new opportunities
education in general and the motto
for members of the university's
of this university in particular,
community to break through social
dialogue between different ethnic
conventions by expanding their
and social groups assumes critical
cultural horizons and learning more
importance. The university commuabout differing views on religion,
nity should not only seek to further
student life, and diversity. It is an
academic education, but social
opportunity which should not be
education as well.
passed up.
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SG should become an open democracy
Student Government lacks
student representation
and should be updated.

school's telecommunication; Student
Why do we, students of this university's Government has been static and
refrains from a total open student
caliber, need representation in the first conference.
place? Each of us was intelligent enough
Why model Student Government
after
the United States federal system,
to get into the school. We have multiple
when
the basic tenets of such a system
hile I think that everyone mediums to form a decision, and we have
do
not
apply to this situation? Why do
on campus can agree at
the
means
to
communicate
our
opinion
we, students of this university's caliber,
this oint that the Old
need representation in the first place?
on
issues
through
the
computer.
So
why
GoMand Blac/Cs distribuEach
of us was intelligent enough to get
tion of The Rroisionistwas an unfortudo we students still continue with such a
into
the
school. We have multiple
nate event, one must admit that it was
poor and antiquated system?
mediums to form a decision, and we
refreshing to see the student body draw
have the means to communicate our
back the blinds of their apathy for a
opinion on issues through the comHowever, we still have the rights as
puter. So why do we students still
students to determine how our interests continue with such a poor and antiJonathan Ladewig
are represented.
quated system?
GUEST COLUMNlST
I offer a suggestion to this order: alter
As students of this university we have
the ability to self-determine our Stuthe student constitution. This refined
student constitution would still contain
dent Government As of late, our
both a judicial branch, regarding issues
depressrepresentation
has
been
both
moment and breath in the fresh scent
of honor and ethics, and maintain an
ingly
poor
and
technologically
antiof grass-roots action. Yet, in the wake
executive branch for accountability.
quatea. Poor in that Student
of such a spirited event, one feels the
Yet, remove the legislation articles,
resounding silence of the student body Government's ability to reiJresent the
needs of all students has failed. Poor in disband the legislation itself, and
on so many other issues that much
that it fails to motivate the campus into amend it so that each and every
more acutely.
student had a voice.
the appropriate action necessary to
I believe that the reason behind this
No more ballots on paper, but rather
silence is that students at the University create change. Rather than express and
a spontaneous and creative use of the
alter the problems of the students,
are not always made to feel that their
wriversity's information systems,
Student Government has been seem·
voice counts and that they can change
specifically those computers every
ingly
satisfied
with
the
status
quo.
the campus community for the better.
student is issued. Along with our
Student
Government
is
technologi·
Yet, what changes can we make? As
computers, student government would
ca11y antiquated. As an instrument of
students of a private school we submit
change, itnas failed to meet the rapidly use other assisting media outlets, such
to those rules and regulation the
as holding meetings with execs on
changing surrounding of this school.
administration sees fit. For better or
WAKE
TV, mass emails and voice
WAKE
TV,
WAKE
Rather
than
use,
worse, this is the decision we accepted
message
reminders. This would finally
Radio,
the
Internet
and
e-mail,
or
the
when we came to the university.

W

R

culminate in voting on each bill over
the Internet. This process would insure
the means by whiCh all students could
become informed about the special
needs of this campus and voice their
own ideas and beliefs about how we,
the students, meet each special need.
In addition, those persons who feel
strongly about student government
and the issues related to it can still
participate actively, but in a way that is
more practical. Existing committees
and ilieir processes of formulating bills
would remain unaltered. No more
status quo; instead, an open system of
debate and full discourse from indi·
viduals, no proxies.
That very status quo will not accept
this change lightl}'. Rather, it will
shove its full weight against any debate
upon this subject. However, you can
stop it. You can vote and be part of an
idea so unique, that it hasn't been seen
since the days of Athens - a true
democracy. Its not just another idea,
it's revolutionary in that it will show
other schools what can happen when
students choose to get personally
involved in campus government, and
as such it stands a chance of being a
model for the governments of the
universities and nation of the future.
Let us start that revolution here at the
university by leaving that status CIUO in
our wake by breakirig away the liold
of the status quo on our campus and
reforming student government in the
following way.

Cooperation can end racism on campus
Acall to end bickering
over race issues may lead
to harmonic cliscussion.

mail the campus or s~eak on WAKE

Two years ago, a student stood on the
Benson patio and yelled at tour groups
not to come toWake Forest because it
was a racist institution. Was he
punished? Was he stifled? Absolutely
not. If this sort of act was permitted, how
can one claim that the university is
oppressing free speech of students?

TV to share his "side of the story

regarding a professor's alleged racism
against him, the university was some·
how oppressing him and his free
speech.
Well, the fact is the university carried
s a senior at this univerout
a thorough investigation and
sity, I have seen many
concluded his accusations were false.
o inions grace the pages
While one may or may not agree with
otthe editorial section of
that finding, in this situation it is the
the Old Gold and Black; in three and a
of the matter so far as Wake
resolution
half years, though, there has been no
Forest
is
concerned.
Additionally,
subject as talked about as racism. I
Louca expressed his opinions and
have often read these articles and
yes, I am mentioning Torres by name, claims through a smear campaign;
but his views have been clearly articu· perhaps if he had been a little more
lated to those who read the Old Gold
respectful, the university would have
Jason Shoemaker
arid Black- I am not merely cutting and allowed him to make some statement
GUEST COLUMNIST
pasting portions of a private e-mail
via the campus media. Should Louca
without revealing the context.
have been allowed to freely slander
That said, I feel as if I should first
this professor with accusations that had
complained personally to my friends,
state a disclaimer. Yes, I am a white
been deemed false? Of course not. The
but I have seen things this year that I
male. Does that make me racist? No.
professor could easily suffer irreparable
simply cannot ignore.
Contrary to what some might claim, I
damage to her career had this been
Before I delve into the subject of my
believe that I can be white and still
allowed to take place. Also, I would
hold valid opinions regarding racial
editorial, I must first address another
not claim this university oppresses the
issue. I was extremely disturbed by
issues. While I realize that much of
free speech of its students. Two years
Sharriq Torres' editorial about an e·
what I am about to say will be interago, a student stood on the Benson
mail a student sent him regarding the
preted as just another ignorant white
patio and yelled at tour groups not to
opinion let me clarify. My black,
police shooting of a black man.
come to Wake Forest because it was a
Asian,
and
gay
friends
have
all
conThere is nothing wrong with discussracist institution. Was he punished?
curred with my thoughts on these
ing another student's opinion, but it
Was he stifled? Absolutely not. If this
issues; therefore this is not just a
demonstrates a complete lack of tact
sort of act was permitted, how can one
"white" opinion I am voicing. This is
and respect to mention that student by
claim that the university is oppressing
not to suggest that what I think is
name, then proceed to degrade him
free speech of students?
necessarily right, it is only to point out
throughout the editorial. Maybe you
I would also like to briefly mention
disagree with that person's opinion, but that I am NOT speaking from a purely the comic strip that ran in the Old Gold
"white" and assumedly racist perspec·
there is absolutely no excuse to menand Black last week that portrayed the
tive. Now, allow me to address two
student abuse of ARAMARK employtion him or her by name. Use the
individual's words, talk about his or her recent issues that have particularly
ees. I realize that comics often include
hyperbole, but let's be realistic. Does
ideas, but don't use your editorial space troubled me.
Recently an editorial claimed that, by anyone really believe that students
to ridicule a fellow student by name there is no justifiable reason for it. And not allowing Michael Louca to mass e· refer to grill workers as "boy?" If

A

racism is such a serious issue on
campus, is it really a good idea to
misrepresent the truth? Rather than
providing a solution, comic strips such
as this only help to create and promote
racial tension.
Finally, I must discuss the proliferation of racist editorials that I have seen
in the Old Gold and Black throughout
the years. The vast majority of these
articles include accusations and complaints of racism. While there is
nothing wrong with writing editorials
and voicing one's opinion, a large
portion of them have expressed anger,
hatred and ridicule - often the very
emotions the articles themselves
attempt to rectify. Although some
emotion ¥till undoubtedly shine
through when discussing racism, if the
respective authors of these articles
devoted an equal amount of energy to
discussing solutions and fostering
cooperation, perhaps this university
could make some progress. In three
and a half years, I have yet to read an
editorial mentioning something that
has gone right with racial issues on
campus.
I believe I could fill volumes if I had
the opportunity, but I have attempted
to address some of the more recent
issues. I realize we have racial problems on this campus, and I do not
claim my opinion is right or that I have
any solutions. I am trying to say,
though, that perhaps we should try to
replace some of the endless racial
complaining and bickering with
cooperation and solution-oriented
discussion. Maybe it would work,
maybe it wouldn't, but let's at least try
something different for a change.

Spring
starts off
with fun
Humorous events are
part of the feel-good
reminders of spring.

N

ow that it has been
established that the
Holocaust did, in fact,
take place, we have
reclaimed a small square of the
editorial page. We will use this
square to herald the dawning of a

Stephanie Anderson
and Brooks Flynn
STUDENT COLUMNISTS

new season. The arrival of spring is
obvious through more than just the
army of daft'oclils at the Silas Creek
entrance to campus. Traditional
spring time events partnered with the
horror of girls buying into Gap ads
are some of signals that warmer
weather is upon us. Also aiding us in
this meteorological observation is
that there is no more snow. (By the
way, we think that it would be
particularly easy to be a meteorolo·
gist. In fact, you can be one at home
by turning on the Weather Channel
and doing a running commentary on
the Doppler radar map.)
As one walks arouna campus, they
can hear minions of the adnlinistra·
tion flaunting the magical qualities of
the student ID to innocent high
schoolers and their overly inquisitive
parents, like Wendy Flynn. Tour
guide: "Here is the Deacon Shop,
where you can buy overly pricea
sweatshirts for your sister and never
have any idea what you're paying for
the~., Wendy: " '¥'ou can use the
..;;carci-here;"te.D~...Jilur guide: "Yes."
'· Weiidyf "Brooks, Clid you hear that?
You can use your card here too!"
Brooks: Yes Mom, I heard, and
everyone in the group heard the first
time. Could you shoot me now or
just take a spoon and gouge out my
lungs? Part of the fun in spring is
"helping" the Harbinger corps
member as you pass. In a loud voice:
"Are they ever going to fix the virus
problems with the computers?"
Fashion also makes an obvious
change with the weather. Even
though Jack Nicholson did it at the
Oscars it is still not appropriate to
wear sunglasses to inaoor functions,
such as class. (As long as we men·
tioned awards shows: the Academy
Awards and the Mr. Wake Forest
Pageant had something in common
in that they were both longer than
new student orientation.) Sandals are
also cool and summery and a temp·
tation to don, but if your feet look
like a war field for wart viruses,
maybe you need to wait a few
months.
Perhaps the high point of the
spring season is the Easter holiday.
The reason for this being the availability of Easter candy, most notably,
the gem of the Easter candy world,
milk chocolate eggs with a soft
fondant creme center, more commonly referred to as Cadbury Creme
Eggs. (Note: Steph does not agree,
she refuses to eat anything pretending to be an egg, this includes those
served at McDonald's and at "Breakfast in Benson.") Brooks, on the
other hand, contests that creme eggs
are a confectionery marvel. They
even have a little fake yoke!
Speaking of McDonald's eggs, the
real big event of the season is that the
Monopoly game is back! Brooks and
Steph are really going to win this time,
but only with your help. Send your
pieces to us via campus mail- it's free
you know! Think of how cool you will
feel to know the people who won. This
Fe is impossible to win alone
{believe us we've tried). But, if we, as a
campus, join forces, we are sure to up
our chances. Better two of us win, then
no one at all. Note: If anyone actually
sends us pieces, we will be more
excited than Rosie O'Donnell on Who
Wants to Be a MiUionaire? {Our legal
counsel instructs us to include this
disclaimer: Sending your pieces in no
way entitles you to a portion of prizes.)
You've received your instructions,
go forth and do your best. May the
force be with you. Be careful not to
be decapitated by a Frisbee on the
quad. And, watch for john Rocker's
advertising space in future issues.
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Globalization parallels challenges of the Depression
The movement toward a
global economy is
influenced by politics.

W

here economics leads,
politics will follow. Free
market capitalism is a
dynamic, emergent
.
force; it consistently evolves beyond
the artificial consb:aints imposed on it
by governments and develops in new,
unpredictable directions.

Paul Cella ill
STUDENT COLliMNIST

Globalization - the newest manifestation of industrial capitalism - was
alive and active long before the World
Trade Organization became the
convenient whipping boy for extremists on both sides of the political
spectrum, whose intent seems to be to
dismantle a tremendously beneficial
force.
In its inception, globalization was a
purely economic entity: the process of
increasing interdependence and
integration among diverse world
markets due in no small part to the
exponential explosion of information
and communications technology.
It was a buzzword for trade liberalization. But, as with any robust and
pervasive economic or social force,
politics quickly followed in the wake of
globalization and muddied the waters.
The Seattle demonstrations last year
in protest of the WTO, however,
remind us how frighteningly powerful
political mobilizations are. Despite

whether or not the protestors accurately represent American culture, any
public demonstration that includes tens
of thousands of people marching the
rain-soaked streets of Seattle should not
be taken lightly. And we can expect
another round of similar protests in
mid-April on Capitol Hill as Congress
takes up the question of maintaining U.
S. membership in the WTO (the
originall995 entry legislation included
this incendiary provision: this year, any
member of Congress can propose a
joint resolution to withdraw from the
WTO.)

Established specifically to give teeth
to the dispute resolution machinery of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GAIT}, the WTO is little more
than an international forum for negotiation to open markets and promote
free trade. Its only real power lies in
the authority to level sanctions against
countries or corporations that disobey
agreements.
Even that power is limited, as are all
complex international arrangements,
by severe enforcement constraints. The
WTO is not, as the Buchananites on
the right assert, a "new world order"
designed to usurp the sovereignty of
the United States; nor is it an elitist
cabal catering exclusively to the
oligarchic interests of multinational
corporations, as shrill cries on the hard
left claim.
Anyone not in the grip of intemperate radicalism agrees that on occasion
nations must surrender a tangible bit of
sovereignty to a central authority to
advance the common good. Political
interests finally caught up with eco·
nomics, and compromised with the
wro as a nascent global judiciary.
This was a progressive, centrist com·
promise: the WTO exists to solve

cated this shift by entrusting the
national
government with an expansive
Political interests finally
regulatory apparatus to blunt the
caught up with economics, and
harshness of industrial capitalism. Most
of FOR's reforms were intensely
compromised with the WTO as a
political- i.e., the 1935 Wagner Act
nascent global judiciary. This was a
validating collective bargaining and
progressive, centrist compromise:
empowering labor unions - and in
the WTO exists to solve
effect, they restricted the free market
Of course, the old guard of irascible
collective action problems.
conservatives, along with dangerous,
subversive powers from the socialist
left, did not appreciate Roosevelt's
collective action problems.
There is a familiar historical parallel. innovations in American government.
Prior to 1932, America was a distinctly Until as late as 1937, the Supreme
Court, which surly, doctrinaire conser·
federal state. Economic discretion in
vatives dominated, actively fought the
particular was devolved to the state
New Deal, overturning act after act.
level, and the national government
Meanwhile, communists in Americaremained small and unobtrusive. As
their orders taken directly from Mosmass production and modem industri·
cow - played on the desperation of the
alization spread throughout the nation
Depression to slowly build steam
during the early 20th century, increas·
toward a Marxist revolution.
ingly vocal interests rose in protest to
Ultimately, Roosevelt, whose mind
the abuses of unfettered capitalism often
balanced precariously between
child labor, low wages, appalling
conservative and liberal tendencies,
working conditions. Individual states
were either unable or unwilling to ease recognized the need to restructure the
American economy. By overpowering
the often-disproportionate burden on
the Court and realigning the United
workers, especially after the Great
States in favor of an activist governDepression struck, shaking the Ameriment, he stole the burgeoning thunder
can economy to its very foundation.
With Franklin Roosevelt's election in of the Marxist left and followed the
ancient dictum of the pragmatic
1932 and his subsequent New Deal
programs, the constitutional federalism conservative: "reform if you would
preserve."
based on a state-centered laissez-faire
Though not characterized by a
system retreated in favor of an exten·
worldwide crisis such as the Depressive national regulatory bureaucracy.
sion, globalization stands at the preciThe Great Depression revealed the
pice of a similar decision. The not-sodark side of an unchecked industrial
easily dismissed leftist coalition of,
economy - devastating instability and
a fundamental fragility of demand-and among others, environmentalists, labor
unionists and human rights activists
presented economic policy-makers
that stalled the WTO ministerial
with a crisis utterly beyond the scope
of the states. The situation demanded a meeting in Seattle has very legitimate
complete restructuring of the American concerns. They are correct in that we
political economy; Roosevelt authenti- must be ever vigilant of the demons of

boundless capitalism; for in its most
pure and unfettered state, the market
Will exploit. But they miss the bare,
irrefutable fact that globalization
brings vast knowledge and wealth to
underdeveloped countries; that
opening markets abroad creates jobs
at home; and that free trade eventually weakens the grip of political
oppression worldwide.
As Seattle hinted, however,
globalization is not inevitable.
Interest group gridlock and sheer
stubbornness can surely derail the
embryonic institutions designed to
attenuate the stresses of free trade,
and thus induce a disastrous economic disintegration. The,muchmaligned WTO is the governing
authority best suited to ease the
world through this crucial transition
to a global economy. Alr~ady
included in the WTO regulations are
statutes protecting. intellectual
property rights; similar provisions
can be easily anticipated for universal labor rights and environmental
standards.
. By a paradox of modem politics,
today's "progressive" liberals seem
intent on undermining- through
anachronistic protectionism and
economic nationalism - the institutions of free trade, a truly progressive force. Many free marketeers and
traditional conservatives, in contrast,
have championed the cause of
globalization: relentless, unadulterated capitalism.
The left favors politics, the right
brutal economics. But the two are
not independent, and must assume a
balance that benefits all. Both sides
would do well to heed Roosevelt's
lesson. Reform if you would preserve.

Protest signs
ignore problems
Those who malign
~9u}?rielerWeek;isfioaJ.d

look around them.

T

his editorial is for
the students who
have seen fit to post
their own signs in
opposition to Gal"Straight
Student Alliance s Pride
Week and those who have
felt it was appropriate to tear

Community should heal problems
Three steps will guide our
community to increased
understanding and cohesion.

I

have an idea - or really a vision. It's a
personal res~onse to the "recent un
pleasantness this year, prompted by
my sense of urgency ana also of hope.
The vision is an outgrowth of three hopes.
First, my vision sees Wake Forest as a
campus where all of us - students, faculty,
staff, administrators, community colleagues -

Susan Borwick
GUEST COLUMNIST

dig down. We dig down to the most troubling,
the most a.ffinniilg, the toughest, the most
rewarding aspects of life and ideas and
relationships and community. And we dig
down to the depths. We confront these deep
aspects of life, we share them, we reject some
of them, we mold others, we struggle with
them all, and we dig down deeply, together.
What difference can digging down possibly
make on this campus? Well, for one, by
digging down, we become a community of
the mind and of the heart For another, by
digging deeply, we explore- not exploit-

instructions? No syllabus? Fligh~ pure and
simple.
My vision sees a place here where
How can such a vision - digging down,
all our spirits take flight, in complementary·
reaching out, flying - ever become reality at though-different patterns, together.
Wake Forest? As a community of learners
How can such a vision - digging down,
reaching out, flying - ever become reality
we are called to return to the temple
at Wake Forest? As a community of
of our familiar: we must sit at the
learners we are called to return to the
feet of our teachers.
temple of our familiar: we must sit at the
feet of our teachers. Our teachers, you say?
Who understands such a vision well
enough to escort it, and us, into the light?
our differences. Digging together, we share
The gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender
life's compelling challenges - the metacommunity that is Wake Forest teaches me
phorical dark cave, the mountain peak, the
- and all of us - every day how to dig
ordinary, the fragile, the wounded. My
down, reach out, and fly. Gay-Straight
vision first sees a Wake Forest where all of
us dig down, together.
Student Alliance and all that it and its
friends represent are Wake Forest's models:
Second, my vision sees our campus as a
place where all of us reach out. We make
daily digging down and also digging
contact outside our small, particular worlds. through the many gaps left where others of
us shirk our share of shoveling; reaching
We serve others. We respect and support
out to others who are different, even
others. We actively move into the world,
though exhausted by the stretch of reaching
toward others. Why? Simply because we
way over here; encouraging all of us to fly
prize the metamorphosis that reaching out
makes within us and within our community, the patterns imprinted in our spirits, even
when their own flights are often thwarted.
and out there where reality resides. My
vision sees a Wake Forest where all of us
Upon reflection, I realize that, if I am
truly blessed, then I too shall in spirit
reach out to others, together.
become gay,Jewish, Black, Asian, cleaning
Third, I see our campus community as a
place where each one of us flies. What a joy crew, adjunct faculty member, scorned
business manager or university advanceis flying! What a sense of soaring and air
ment vice president. I urgently hope that
and land and sky and spirit and wind and
all of us in the community will learn well
universe in multi-dimensional celebration!
from our teachers by digging down, reachAnd celebratmy flight communicates
ing out and flying.
directly, spirit to spirit. No words? No

We wink at the immoral
behavior·tluitjsprevalenton~,.

this campus - yet we cannot
tolerate the presence of
GSSA's Pride Week, an event
that is geared towards
education and dialogue.

haughty and did detestable
things before me. Therefore I
did away with them as you
have seen." (Ezekiel16:4950)
Bethany Dulis
Yes, many Wake Forest
students,
myself included, are
GUEST COLUMNIST
indeed guilty of the sins of
Sodom - we are arrogant,
overfed, unconcerned, and
down or otherwise deface
GSSA's signs. I'm sorry that
haughty. GSSA's film festival
the entire campus commuand discussions on bisexualnity has to read my letter to
ity provoke more outrage
than the poverty in Winstonthem, but since these students apparently don't feel
Salem, the wages paid to our
the need to take personal or
cafeteria and maintenance
workers and the inequalities
organizational responsibility
for what they've said and
in our society. We wink at
the immoral behavior that is
done, this is my only means
of responding to them.
prevalent on this campus Instead of criticizing their
yet we cannot tolerate the
actions, perhaps I ought to
presence of GSSA's Pride
commend their commitment Week, an event that is geared
towards education and
to Christian morality.
Naturally, I hope that
dialogue.
These anonymous students
students who want the
who
feel it is their Christian
campus to "say 'no' to
duty to malign Pride Week
ungodliness and worldly
might consider tackling the
passions, and to live selfbig moral problems at Wake
controlled, upright, and
Forest before going after a
godly lives" (the Bible verse
small group like GSSA. Or
on their posters) will not
focus all their efforts on such could it be that GSSA, being
a group on a conservative
a small group as nSSA there are much bigger fish to campus, is an easy target? H
students feel that they must
fry on this campus!
express their moral disapI hope they will begin by
proval of other members of
posting signs next to the
the community, I respect
fraternity and sorority
that. All I ask is that they be
posters enticing students to
sincere and consistent, that
spend their weekends in an
alcoholic stupor:. I hope they they do not apply one
standard to GSSA and
will hold vigils around the
q•tad on weekends in protest another to more popular,
of drunkenness and fornicaacceptable groups.
H you can choose silent
tion. I hope they will protest
the next event where admisdisapproval of pledge night,
sion is charged to enter Wait why can't you observe tlie
Chapel and items are sold in same silence when it comes
the foyer. But most of all, I
to Pride Week? Why do
hope they will keep in mind
GSSA's posters demand
the true meaning of "paradactive retaliation? You don't
ing their sin like Sodom":
have to pretend that you like
"Now this was the sin of your homosexuality, you don't
sister Sodom: She and her
have to attend any of the
daughters were arrogant,
Pride Week events -but you
overfed and unconcerned;
shouldn't have to hide
they did not help the poor
behind anonymous posters
and needy. They were
and destructive acts.
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Excess of sports·
consumes scxiety

tits most
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the bare,
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Athletes and fans
must reform the
chaotic life of sports.

·er,
ble.
i sheer
~rail the
igned to
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JS ecomuch-

T

he 20th century has
witnessed the
serendipitous
explosion of sports
in American society. Sport
has become an essentilil
supplement in our lives,
arguably to the point of

eming

:e the
transition
ady
!lations are
tual
:>visions
:>r univernmental

Erik Hovmiller
STUDENT COLUMNIST
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:als seem
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Dialogue on hom

the right
two are
;t assume a
loth sides
'osevelt's
lid pre-

Understanding offers
only resolution to
potential conflict.

S

ometimes I get really
tired of talking about
"gay issues."
.
There are moments
when I envision crawling into a
hole somewhere, just so I will
never again have to hear about
"homophobia" or "the gay

s
ms

Justin Lee
GUEST COLUMNJST

immoral
revalenton~~,.

agendai1''F.'JSomep.lat'e·whetferi
there aren't any "Pride" posters
and where "sexual orientation"
is not a topic up for debate.
It's not that I long for some
mythical time when everything
was so much simpler, because it
doesn't exist. And I'm certainly
not in favor of sticking our
heads in the sand and pretending that homose,.,"Uality will go
away. It won't.
We do need to discuss homo·
sexuality. Mter all, it affects
many of us in personal ways, it
has implications for almost any
field, and it's simply a part of
the world around us.
Many religions have specific
teachings about homosexuality,
and that in turn can cause
conflicts for people who want to
be compassionate to their gay
friends without compromising
the integrity of their faith.
There are a lot of political,
social and theological ramifica·
tions of homosexuality that we

:we cannot
!Sence of
~,an event
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When you take a position on
"homosexuality," it is as though
you were instantly classifying
yourself as liberal or conservative
with all that those categories
entail. I've been told by people on
both sides that only those who
take their position can be
classified as "true Christians."
need to work through, and to do
that, we need to talk about it.
The reason I get so tired of this
subject, though, is that it seems
like whenever it comes up, lots of
people argue and nothing gets
accomp,lished. .
, . ..

h~WB»ions<aboutgay-iQues

alnlost always manage to cause
controversy.
Some people try to avoid them
entirely, while others feel a need
to forcefully assert their viewpoint
every time the subject comes up.
Too often, these "discussions"
become shouting matches where
very little real dialogue goes on.
I want to have some dialogue
with this campus. As a committed
Christian, I am very aware of the
significance this issue has for the
church.
On the one hand, homosexuality is not a central focus of Christian doctrine and is rarely mentioned in the Bible. On the other
hand, it has become symbolic of a
host of other doctrinal disagreements, such as how one ought to
interpret the Bible or how the
church should respond to social
issues.
When you take a position on
"homosexuality," it is as though
you were instantly classifying

yourself as liberal or conservawith the rest of the campus. I
tive with all that those categoonly wish that he would sign
ries entail. I've been told by
his name to his thoughts rather
people on both sides that only
than posting them anonymously.
those who take their position
can be classified as "true
It is inlpossible to engage in
Christians."
dialogue with anonymous
Somewhere along the way
posters. You can't ask them
we've lost sight of the real issues questions or have a private
and peoele who are affected by conversation with them. All
this. We ve turned a personal
they can do is stir up emotion,
and perhaps encourage more
issue into an intellectual battleground. We need to get back to posters - the written equivadialogue.
lent of a shouting match.
Several years ago, when I first
I propose an alternative. I
invite anyone on campus realized that I was gay, I was
horrified. I did not associate
including that student - to
myself with any gay people, and engage me in dialogue. Call
I believed that being gay was a
me up, write me an e-mail, or
terrible sin.
say something to me in the
'"""~ ....;.. 1. •
These days, I'm a membe.~ of . .hall..
the Gay-Straight Student""'~ '., .... ~ hit's"Sit do~d discuss· ·
Alliance and a coordinator of
what we think, how we fee~
Pride Week here on campus.
and why we disagree. I don't
One of GSSA's missions is "to
mean that in a theoretical
promote dialogue," and Pride
sense; I'm really serious about
Week is one way of doing that.
this, and I welcome every
This is a week that we show
opportunity for dialogue.
fihns and host events in order to
I am a Christian who also
get the campus to communicate happens to be gay. I have a lot
about important subjects.
of thoughts on this issue which
A few days ago, an anonyI could share, if you're intermons student decided to
ested.
respond to GSSA's Pride Week
At any rate, I'd like to hear
flyers by putting up flyers of his your thoughts and talk to you
own. His flyers mimicked the
about where you got them.
Maybe you disagree with me
layout of ours, but in place of a
schedule of events, they had
very strongly. That's okay. We
Bible verses about "sin" and
can still discuss i~ and even
"ungodliness."
though we might not change
Obviously this student
each other's minds on anybelieves that homosexuality is a thing, perhaps we'll gain a
sin, and that Pride Week is
greater understanding of each
about parading something
other.
shameful which ought to be
After all, if we can't have a
kept hidden. I am certain that
dialogue about our disagreehe is not the only student here
ments, how will we ever make
who feels this way, and I defend a real difference in a diverse
his right to share those beliefs
world?
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absurdity, but undeniably to
the point of certain detriment.
This centrality and dependency weaves a nebulous web
of yet undetermined tradeoff's
for everyone associated with
sports.
There is something at work,
which detracts from our
unabated faith in athletic
competition in the modern
sports world and as such
negates some of the benefits
sports has to offer. For the
common person, sports offer
us pure yet intense meritoriousathleticcompetition
amidst a heady cloud of
drama, adrenaline, and sheer
intensity - offering some of
the very things that may be
lacking in our lives. What is
the cost on American culture
and our lives, however, for
our love of the game?
For every fan that is willing
to dish out a buck, there is an
entrepreneur waiting to
capitalize, and capitalize is
what sports has done. In a
world where profitability has
the final say, sports are not
invulnerable. For instance, the
NBA'has been tlie recent
forerunner in commercializing
its sport. The pith of the
matter is that the NBA is
willing to sacrifice the sanctity
of athletic competition to raise
ratings for a piece of the
American pie - an inordinate
piece I might add. I am
inclined to believe that even
though people may be captivated by the many bells and
whistles of the NBA circus, the
crass frivolity and grandiloquent excess turn off many
others.
Specifically, it belittles all
that is pure about athletic
competition. It bores and
frustrates an increasingly
jaded fan base, depreciating
the game's authenticity and
popularity. The NBA is failing
to see that the fluff intended to
aggrandize support is actually
eroding away the many
alluring facets of the game and
consequently the fans.
However, the NBA is not
the only culprit. New baseball
stadiums run upward of a half
a billion dollars {often subsidized by taxpayers}. Players
demand ludicrous salaries. All
of this jacks up ticket prices.
Sporting associations all
compete against each other in
a market which beseeches for
our pretty penny. As long as
we sustain sport in the economic sense, consumption will
continue to feed commercialization. In this respect, the
sports fan has been degraded
from mere observer to a
victim of sensory overload
and fetishistic commercialization.
Lately, the sports world has
been fraught with news of offthe-field paroxysmal instances
involving athletes. This trend
of nefarious and deplorable
calamities has sparked atten·
tion towards the issue of off·
the-field violence.
Part of the problem is that
the mass popularity of sports
creates a malignancy that
trickles down to its participants. Athletes, as people, are
not exempt from the egotistic
nature of humanity. When
combined with near-superhu·
man physical abilities and
million dollar contracts, the
sports world can breed
superhuman minds-delusional rnindsets that diminish

With sports being as essential
for some of us as the mirror
inveterately is in the morning,
athletic performance becomes a
reflection of ourselves. In this
social sense, winning means
feeling good. More than that, it
means feeling confident that
people will see you as good for you are a winner.
their ability to survive off the
field. Michael Miletic, a
psychoanalyst for professional athletes, believes that
athletes become emotionally
constricted when off tlte field.
Through the course of
competition, athletes must
learn a dissociation of exter·
nal factors - to be able to
focus on the task required.
The countless years and
endless hours of practice and
dedication consequently
causes some athletes to lack
the "healthy dissociation"
when they leave the field to
be able to carry on healthy
relationships with friends and
family.
Additionally, the ostensive
haughtiness some athletes
emanate can trigger others to
bring them down. In fact,
whenever a culture imbues
individuals with power or
status, there is a tendency for
that power to get attacked by
those either in powerful
positions or those that aspire
to such positions. This
subversive tendency in
practice could mean throwing
projectiles and spewing
assorted expletives toward
John Rocker or instigating a
'barroom brawl with Ray
Lewis.
With sports being as
essential for some of us as the
mirror inveterately is in the
morning, athletic perfor·
mance becomes a reflection
of ourselves. In this social
sense, winning means feeling
good. More than that, it
means feeling confident that
people will see you as goodfor you are a winner. The
downside, on the other hand,
is losing, which rushes upon
us insinuations of inferiority.
It is because we make the
game so integral in our lives
that losing is essentially an
affront to our self-efficacy and
self-esteem. To lose is to be
shamed. A man losing in a
patriarchal society means
having to rebuff one's shortcomings, asserts James
Gilligan, author of Violence:

Reflections on a National
Epidemic. One of the efficient
ways for male athletes to
accomplish this redress is
through violence (physical,
verbal and/or emotional). If
not violence, the only alterna·
tives - admitting to a lack of
competitive drive or talking
about the emotions associated
with losing - mean suicide
for the gender-traditional
male. Any way you cut it, the
male athlete loses - two-fold.
In summary, the importance we asCiibe to sports in
our daily lives {myself included) o/s derogated some
of the many benefits it can
offer. This moral degradation
can manifest itself through
instances such as a high
school principal ensconcing
student-athlete use of steroids,
a father trying to live his own
life through his child's
participation in sports, or
taking immense selfish pride
in the beloved local team.
Granted, there is nothing
inherently wrong with sport
or competition.
What is troublesome,
however, is the exorbitant
value we give it. I am not
suggesting abolition-simply
devaluation.
For only when we begin to
refrain from popular sports
will its associative bane abate.
Until that time, aspects of
modern sports, as a vital
constituent of our everyday
lives, will remain a bugbear
for all to ponder and decry.
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into the past:
'It¢ , ~ ··. · of one man's pilgrimage across Spain

Photos courtesy of Justin Peterson

The Camino offers pilgrims breathtaking vistas such as this arcadian expanse of countryside in Galicia, Spain.

By Justin Peterson
Contributing Reporter

Pintugues,e

·.Way

.

Map courtesy of http://xacobeo,esfxacobedo_ing,htm

Many pilgrims on the Camino trek two days
past Santiago de Compostela to the coast of
Spain; a scallop shell is symbolic of dlis journey
to the "end ofthe earth."
While the Camino de Santiago is travelled yearround, May and June are the ideal months with
mild weather. July and August are very popular,
but hot and more crowded.
The Camino is inexpensive. Refuges, available each night along the entire hike, ask
only for a small donation. Hostels and inns
charge from $10- $20 per night, with lowcost meals available throughout.
The most popular, traditional starting point is
Roncesvalles on the French side of the Pyrenees.
Travellers fly to Madrid, take a train to Pamplona,
and catch a bus to Roncesvalles.
The hike takes about a month. Hikers of all
ages and abilities can complete the trip. No
expertence Is necessary.
For more info on the Camino, VISit: http:/ I
members.es. tripod.deNiaEuropaea/ingles/index.htm

stories from the Camino with his fellow
p~sengers in our cramped cabin. He was
loud and overbearing, but everyone forThis past summer I walked the Camino
gave him because his mood was so profoundly extraordinary and uncommon
de Santiago, or Trail of St. James: fom
hundred miles from Pamplona, Spain
for public space in modern society: he
and the French border to Santiago de
was communicating joy.
Compostela in Spain's Northwest corThe Camino's intensely sociable subner.
culture acts like a crucible where friendI carried a few indispensable proviships are welded in hours or days, not
sions in a pack; I stayed at overcrowded,
weeks or months. My month on the Trail
smelly and noisy refuges devoid of priseared the faces of many friends into my
vacy and often hot water; I lived for one
mind, and I possess the uncommon confidence that, were I to see them tomormonth in constant fear of blisters and
row, we could speak profoundly about
tendonitis, maladies which marred the
our lives.
trips of many acquaintances along the
Loneliness, the profound loneliness that
trail.
modern life breeds in the psyche drives
I massaged my feet at night, religiously
people to tl1e Camino in search of the
applied sunblock to protect myself from
humanity which our technological socithe scorching Spanish sun, and walked
eties have stolen from our lives.
the first few days with an awkward gait
provoked by cramps in seldom-used
Today'spilgrims tum to the Camino in
search of these things because it seems a
muscles; I lost 15 pounds on my journey.
special place where the realities of modBut more importantly, I lived an absoern society are suspended
lutely fascinating
and man can reflect upon
travel experience.
his existence and share it
The Camino is
in a uniquely uplifting
Europe's best-preserved medieval pilway.
The Camino's allme
grimage route. For
lies in its dissonance from
1200 years devout
Christians treaded the
the contemporary world,
same path I followed,
but its pilgrims are inevitably citizens of that
inspired by their reliworld, creating a fascinatgious faith and an obscure legend that
ing ambiance along the
places the holy reTrail.
Nearly everyone I met
mains of St. James at
the Cathedral of
on the Camino was
searching for something
Santiago.
The Camino is a
deeper in their lives rather
than the mere relaxation
way for many Catholics and other believof a vacation. They came
ers who neglected
for the silence to meditheir spiritual life to Spanish instructor Justin Peterson smiles in one of the few moments tate, to be with like soul
and to live a more pronurture and reaffirm of rest on his month-long, 400-mile journey across Spain.
their faith. Many pilfound human experience
grims commit to the Camino during mo- ence has explained nearly everything in the pursuit of a better self.
ments of crisis in search of religious in- buthowtofindpeaceandmeaningwithin
Their language and concepts were secuour hearts.
sight, inspiration and transformation.
lar, but the yearning within them mirLike many modern pilgrims, I underIn large part, the modem pilgrim's rored that of those medieval believers
took the trip out of curiosity, the desire to search involves a quest for more intense who preceded them centuries ago.
walk, meet new people and see new human contact. On the trail, pilgrims are
Along the Trail, I felt my own transforplaces - and to find a fresh sense of liberated from the restraints of their daily mation and witnessed that of mffellow
meaning in life if not the Answer.
lives and all of their social roles, their pilgrims as we came to realize that we
Despite its increasingly secular charac- rank, prestige, duties and expectations. were all there for the same reason, that
ter, the Camino de Santiago has never This unique dynamic allows for human we were all one in our search for meaning
been more alive with spirituality. Last interaction at levels rare in modem soci- and our need to share our humanity.
year the Catholic Chmch declared the ety.
Perhaps this is what pilgrims have always
last Aiio Santo or holy year of the millenA man from Bilbao in the north of been seeking along the Camino.
nium. For this special celebration, more Spain confided in me about the loss ofhis
Yesterday men spoke of God and
pilgrims crossed the Camino than at any son. As his eyes welled with tears, I James, grace and salvation. Today they
time in its long history. True believers looked into them, and nothing more. He speak ofjurpose and direction, authenand t.~e merely spiritually intrigued, like just needed to share.
ticity an peace.
myself, flocked to t.'Ie Trail as never
The intense search for meaning carried
But now, as before, men continue along
before.
out on the Camino yields for many a the Camino searching for something subRefuges were overflowing with pilgrims profound sense of peace and newfound lime to invigorate their existence, someas local hotels strewn along the way filled inspiration, joy and meaning. I remem- thing transcendent to inspire them to live
during the afternoons and restaurants ber a man on the train from Santiago who ... and they're still searching, still searchhummed with activity from famished could not contain his joy as he shared ing along the Camino.
travellers. The trail was dotted with colorful clusters of backpacks as walkers
rested to take water or tour the countless
Romanesque and Gothic churches which
the route spawned during the Middle
Ages.
A national publicity campaign for the
Camino enjoyed dramatic success as visitors from all over the world descended
upon the route and record numbers of
Spaniards committed to walk the trail.
Camera crews from multiple nations in·
terviewed travellers and freshly posted
signs precisely oriented the pilgrims along
the entire journey.
The long-neglected Camino experienced a 1980s resurgence in popularity,
reflecting that fascinatingparadoxwhich
I represented as a "faithless" pilgrim.
Medieval travelers walked the trail inspired by and grounded in their Christian faith, while today's pilgrim often
walks in search of a faith. Many of us fmd
ourselves alone in a universe where sci-
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"Cloud Tectonics" and "Danny
and the Deep Blue Sea"
conclude Studio Series
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Ninth straight win for women's
tennis comes at FSU's expense. ·
Sports/82

Deacons pull out OT win over 'Pack
By Paul Gaeta
Senior Reporter

Sophomore Antwan Scott cans a fadeaway
against California in their NIT quarterfinal game.

N.C. State and the Demon Deacon men's basketball team took their in-state rivalry on the road
March28.
· .And under the bright lights of New York City and
the most famous sports arena in the world, the
competition between the two teams remained as
heated and fierce as the first 206 contests between
the squads- that is, until sophomore Darius Songaila
stepped in.
Songaila, who had to fight double and triple teams
all night, scored the Deacons' final eight points in
overtime as the Deacs defeated the W olfpack, 6259, in the semifinals of the National Invitational
Tournament at Madison Square Garden.
"Somebody had to do it," said Songaila, who
continued his relentless play during the second half
of the season by scoring 18 points and grabbing
seven boards. "Coming into the game, it wasn't like

I wanted to win this game more than another one. expected between two .conference foes that know
But when we got in a situation like this, it was a very each other inside and out. The teams split their
tough game. And when we got into overtime, that regular-season contests, each winning on its home
court.
feeling and that will to win just grew irl us.
"I knew it was going to happen, and I think (N.C.
"I think everybody had that feeling of the pumpState
Head Coach) Herb Sendek knew it was going
ing of blood. Everybody was so excited to win the
game. We came out with poise, we stepped it up and to happen and, the truth be known, the fans kn~w it,."
Odom said. "Now whether everybody else liked 1t
we did it," he said.
The Deacons {21-14) will face Notre Dame in the or not, I don't know. But that's what happens when
NIT Championship at 7 p.m. today. The Fighting two teams are evenly matched and both of them
Irish and Big East Player of the Year Troy Murphy play with great will."
N.C. State looked out of the game irl a New York
defeated Penn State, 73-52, in the second semifinal
minute
early on, as the Deacs raced out to a17-7lead
March 28. The Wolfpack (20-13} play the Nittany
helped
by anemic shooting from the Pack. The
Lions in the consolation game at 4:30 p.m. today.
"Excuse me, New Yorkers, but that was an old Wolfpack went 7:57 wi~out a field goal, in_ ~e
fashioned, ACC, Tobacco Road game -pure and middle of the first half until Damon Thorton s tip-m
siffiple," Demon Deacon Head Coach Dave Odom cut the deficit to eight, 17-9.
The Deacs, however, were unable to capitalize on
said. "Like it or not, that's what it was."
State's
6-of-29 shooting from the field in the first
Odom was referring to a brand of basketball that
was not too pleasing to the eye (34 turnovers and 35
percent shooting between both squads) but was See NIT, Page B4

Women's golf shoots way to victory
Prieto and Kirwin led the way
for the Demon Deacons, tying
for third place overall in Bryan
National Collegiate.

Senior Kelly Kirwin and junior Marta
Prieto led the Deacs individually and
finished the tournament tied for third
with a 7-over-par223. Prieto, the ACC
individual champion her freshman year,
shot an even-par 72 the first day.

By Sean Blue
Senior Reporter
The 11th-ranked women's golf team
has continued to improve this season,
capturing its first tournament title on
their third attempt.
The team shot a three-round 896 at
the Bryan National Collegia:te,.pla.yed
on the 6,237-yard par-72 Bryan -Piirk
Champions Course in Brown Summit,
to capture the team title of the tournament, which it co-hosted with UNCGreensboro March 24-26.
The Deacs held a commanding eightstroke lead after the first round, but
Indiana turned in a tournament record
288 in the second round to take a threestroke lead. The Deacs shot their worst
score in the second round, a 13-over-par
301, which still ranked as the sixth-best
score shot irl the tournament, to relinquish the lead temporarily.
The Deacs remained consistent in the
tourney and shot a 12-over-par 300 in
the final round to win the team title by
five strokes over Indiana. The Deacons
scored three of the top six daily scores in
the tourney en route to their victory.
This was the third time the Deacons
have hosted the tournament and the
team has become familiar with the
course.
Senior Kelly Kirwin and junior Marta
Prieto led the Deacs individually and
finished the tournament tied for third
with a 7-over-par 223.
Prieto, the ACC individual champion
herfreshman year, shot an even-par 2 the
first day to lead the field but was unable
to hold that pace the whole tournament.
Kirwin was only one stroke behind Prieto
after the first round with a l-over-par 73
but struggled in the final round with a 4over-par 76. Kirwin also had a strong
second round 2-over-par 74.
Marcy NewtonofNorth Carolina took
the individual title with a 3-over-par
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219, just four strokes ahead of Kirwin
and Prieto. Newton trailed Prieto by one
stroke after the first round but carded a
par- '72 in the second round to take a·
three-stroke lead over Prieto and two:-·
stroke lead on Kirwin.
Newton never gave up the top spot
after that, shooting a 2-over-par 74 in the
final round.
Sophomore Katie Brennyfinished tied
for ninth individually with a nine-overpar 225. Brenny shot a l-over-par 73 in
the first round and a 2-over-par 74 in the
final round, but was hampered by a
second round 6-over-par 78.
FreshmanMariaBeautellfinishedonly
four strokes behindBrenny but was nine
places lower at 18th. Beautell started off
with a first-round 78, six-over-par, but
she improved each day, carding a 76
and 75 in the second and third rounds,
respectively.
Freshman Nuria Clau rounded out
the Deacon squad at 20th, with a 14over-par 230. Clau also struggled to get
accustomed to the course at first, carding a 5-over-par 77 in the first round.
Clau rebounded in the second round
with a 3-over-par 75, but slipped in the
final round with a 6-over-par 78.
The Deacons return to action March
31 when they compete in the Liz Murphy
Collegiate Classic hosted by the University of Georgia.
The tournament is considered one of
the top collegiate tourneys held each
year and will be made up of 17 teams all
ranked in the top 50, eight of which are
ranked in the top 25.
The Deacs will be the third-highest
ranked team in the tournament behind
Chris Carlstrom! Old Gold and Black
fifth-ranked Georgia and ACC-rival sec- Senior Kelly Kirwin finished in a tie for third individually as she led the Deacons
ond-ranked Duke.
to a victory over Indiana in the final round of the Bryan National Collegiate.
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Senior Kelly Kirwin
enjoyed one of the
best tournaments of
her career as a Demon Deacon this past
weekend when she
shot a 223 to tie for
third in the golf team's
first-place finish at the
Bryan National Collegiate.
Kirwin was consis- Kelly Kirwin
tent throughout the
three day event, posting consecutive rounds of 73, 74 and 76 to
wind up four strokes off the individual champ
and two strokes off her career best in the
Demon Deacon uniform.
Kirwin's strong play this fall and continued
performance oflate has been a major factor in
boosting the team to their current national
ranking of 11th.

NIT finals will
seetoptwo
teams face off
By Jared Klose
Sports Editor
How often do the two best teams advance to the finals of a major college
athletic tournament these days? Well,
excludingthewomen's
w
bracketsoftheNCA.As
i=
of c?urse (where you
:::s
can J~St go ahead and

PREss

~BOX · the
J?:~~s=e
~~~~~ ~
title game from

now until God decides otherwise), one
needs look no further than the current
men's NCAA tournament to see that it is
an event that should be cherished in the
rare instances that it does occur.
Tonight's 7 p.m. National Invitational
Tournament final between the Demon
Deacons and the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame will provide fans with that unique
pleasure of watching a championship
game that will settle the argument over
who the best really is in a first-time meeting betw·een the two teams on the hardwood.
When conference championships
around the country were wrapped up, it
was initially argued that the Demon Deacons and the Fighting Irish were two of
best bubble teams to be left out of the
selection committee's field of 64, along
with seven other programs that ESPN
listed on the air during their Selection
Sunday program. Some teams took their
being passed over more personally than
others, and Irish Head Coach Matt
Doherty and his team certainly wanted
to send a message.
"We've talked about proving them
wrong since the beginning of this tournament," Doherty said March 27. "That's
been part of our mission- to prove to the
NCAA committee that they made a mistake. I tell the team to look at Wisconsin
(in the NCAA Tournament). They have

See Pressbox, Page 84

Baseball suffers letdown following last week's big wins
By Daniel Ogle
Old Gold and Black Reporter

junior Cory Sullivan.
able 1.59. Conway led the Deacon
However, the flames took the lead offensive attack as he drove in two
for good in the bottom half of the runs, and Sullivan and junior Chase
The Demon Deacon baseball sixth asJim Clinton and Steve Baker Voshell drove in one run apiece.
team's performance continues to hit back-to-back doubles, driving in
After dominating the Cavaliers
resemble a roller coaster at Six flags three runs off Borrell to make the March 24, the Deacs blew an early
Amusement Park. Coming off one score 6-4 Liberty, before each team lead and fell 10-9 March 25. The
of the biggest weekends in school added another run to make the final Deacons looked to blow the game
hist01y with their series win over tally 7-5.
open in the first inning as they scored
"Everywhere I threw it they hit six runs in the first off Virginia
Florida State, the Deacons proceeded to lose to Liberty and Vir- it," Borrell said "They hit seeing-eye starter Will Parker. The Cavs resingles and I leave one pitch up and sponded in the bottom half of the
ginia, also tying UNC-Charlotte.
The Deacons defeated Liberty 9- they hit a home run."
inning as they cut the Deacon lead
7 on Feb. 19 behind the bat ofjunior
Mter losing to the Flames, the in half to 6-3 as Luis Hiraldo hit a
designated hitter Danny Borrell. Deacons traveled to Charlottesville two-run home run to left center off
However, the flames got the re- to take on the Virginia Cavaliers Eric Schmitt.
venge they sought as the Demon March 24-26. The Deacs sent junior
After having their lead chopped
Deacons fell at Liberty 7-5 March Scott Siemon to the mound March in half, the Deacons regained their
23. After falling behind 3-1 early, 24 and, as usual, Siemon and the six-run advantage in the top half of
the Demon Deacons tied the game Deacs won 4-0. The junior right the fifth as junior second baseman
in the top of the fourth inning as bander went the distance and al- Jason Aquilante singled in senior
junior catcher Dan Conway doubled lowed only three hits and struck out Ricky Mendez and Sullivan scored
in Borrell and junior Corey Slavik. five en route to picking up his sev- later in the inning to make the score
The Deacons took the lead in the enth win on the season. He also
following inning as Borrell drove in lowered his ERA to an unfathom- See Baseball, Page 83

Freshman Ben Clayton lasted only 1-21
3 innings against UNC·Charlotte.
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Deacs top FSU to remain perfect in ACC

ON

N~8PE s
Women's tennis holds
ranking; men fall to 72nd
The women's tennis squad held on
to their fourth-place national ranking,
but the men's team fell from 64th into
a 72nd-place tie both in the latest Intercollegiate Tennis Association rankings.
The women's tennis team maintained
their ranking by soundly defeating
Florida State in their only match of the
week. Stanford retained the top spot,
while Pepperdine vaulted from fifth to
second and Georgia fell to third. Arizona State, which held third place in
last week's rankings, dropped below
the Deacs into fifth position.
The men's team dropped eight spots
in the polls, leaving the Deacons with
little to show for a busy week that
included victories over West Virginia
and Maryland and losses to ACC rivals North Carolina, Virginia and
Duke.

Curtis announces
retirement from football
Offensive tackle Marlon Curtis has
decided to end his football career, according to Jim Caldwell, who announced the decision Mar. 28.
Curtis, who has been hindered
throughout his career by numerous
injuries, will graduate this May with a
bachelor's degree in history.
Curtis was a backup center in 1997
and started seven games in 1998 before his season was ended prematurely
due to a shoulder injury. He injured his
other shoulder this season and hoped
to return this season but lingering shoulder problems were discovered leading
Curtis to leave the program.

New assistant volleyball
coach hired for '()().()1
Athletics Director Ron Wellman
announced that Head Coach V alorie
Baker has hired Heather Kahl as an
assistant coach for the volleyball program.
Kahl, who led Clemson tot he NCAA
Tournament twice, was an assistant
coach for the Tigers before being hired
bv the Deacons. She was named AllACC in 1994.
"I'm very excited to have her join
our program," Baker said of Kahl. "I
am really looking forward to next year
and competing for a championship.
It's going to be a great year."

By Jessica Reigle
Old Gold and Black Reporter
Quite often, teams get tired as
they get deeper into their season, and they have a difficult
time maintaining their strength
and enthusiasm. However, the
Demon Deacon women's tennis team has recently shown that
they only get stronger as their
season progresses, using their
talent to crush any team they
come across.
The fourth-ranked Deacs have
played incredibly well all season and remain undefeated in
the ACC. Their most recent victory was an 8-1 win over Florida
State.
The Deacs made it clear early
in the match that they were not
going to settle for defeat, as they
began the sweep that clinched
their victory. Five of six singles
matches were claimed by the
Deacs, beginning with freshman
Adria Engel at the No. 1 spot.
ShecrushedFloridaState'sAlida
Gallovits 6-0, 6-1, once again
showing the immense talent that
she has demonstrated all year.
Deac freshman BeaBielik held
the No.2 singles spot, defeating
Nanette Duxin 6-4,6-2. She has
also been a key player for the
Deacons throughout the season,
adding fresh talent that has tremendously helped the Deacs in
their success.
Sophomore Janet Bergman
defeated Kia Asberg 6-0, 6-4 at

and Black

ABOVE: Senior Annemarie Milton and freshman Adria Engel
await a return in their doubles match against Florida State
March 25. The tandem was victorious, 8-4. RIGHT: Sophomore Maren Haus strikes a forehand in one of her matches
against the Seminoles. The Deacons defeated FSU 8-1 to run
their record to an impressive 12-1.

No. 3 singles, clinching another
point for the Deacs, and junior
Jackie Houston claimed the No.
5 singles match by default. Senior Annemarie Milton defeated
Christy Travis in straight sets, 60, 6-0 at No.6 singles to give the
Deacs a 5-1 edge.
Early in the season, the Deacons made it clear that one of
their main goals was to improve
their doubles play.
They have been extremely successful in this pursuit, consistently playing well in their recent doubles matches. The
Florida State match proved this,

as the Deacs came away with a
full sweep of all three doubles
matches.
Bielik and Bergman teamed
up at the No. 1 doubles spot to
win their match 8-2. The team
of Milton and Engel followed
suit, defeating their opponents
in an 8-4 victory. Sophomore
Maren Haus and Houston won
their No. 3 doubles point by
default, clinching the match win
for the Deacons.
With this victory over Florida
State, the Deacs have improved
their record to 12-1 overall and
are undefeated in ACC play.

Track teams perform well in Florida Relays
By Brian Barrett
Old Gold and Black Reporter

"Wake Forest was visible from the
The men and women's track teams beginning. Starting with Thursday night
performed well after traveling to
when we had a strong performance in
Gainesville, Florida to participate in the
the 5,000-meter relay, Wake runners
highly competitive Florida Relays.
The Deacs excelled in a field cqm- __ _ . .~ere pr_on:Un~nt in most races."
prised of many of the best runners from
Noel Ruebel
around the country.Juniorjohn Stone
led the way with a fifth place finish in the
Collegiate 100-meter dash and a first
place finish in the 200-meter dash, with
times of 10.55 seconds and 20.90 seconds, respectively. Stone's 10.51 in the
I 00-meterwas a quick improvement over
his 10.64 time in the same event last
week in Charlotte, a good sign for the
men that Stone is nearing top form.
Senior Reggie Austin also excelled in the
100-meter, placing fourth in the invitational with a time of 10.51 seconds.
"Wake Forest was visible from the
beginning," men's Head Coach Noel

Men's track head coach

Ruebel said. "Starting with Thursday
night when we had astrongperformance
in the 5,000 meter relay, Wake runners
were prominent in most races."
Sophomore CliffNeal set another personal and Wake Forest record in the
hammer throw with a toss of 176.8
meters. Sophomores Michael Altieri and
Chris Estwanik performed well in the
distance races, with Altieri placing third
in the collegiate 1500-meter and

Estwanik capturing fourth overall in the compete in her preferred distance of
1500-meter invitational. The 4x100 re- 10,000 meters, which she will begin to
lay team bettered their last year's ACC compete in this weekend.
championship time with a 40.39, deSeniorJill Snyder finished third in the
spite a couple of messy handoffs that 800-meter with a time of 2:08.07. Sewhen eliminated will leave the men in niorsJanelle Kraus and Alison Anibaldi
great shape. Finally, sophomore Ryan finished in the top ten in the 1,500-meter
Hamilton posted a ti~e -~(~7.91 i!J: the. ___ !l!Il: N()~~v_er, _Ql~ high~gh,\?f.~~ ~_e_et _
400-meter, rising victorious in his colle- was ute performance of Lne uistance.
giate heat and finishing tenth overall in medley relay team. The team, which
the competition.
consisted of Anibaldi, junior Summer
"The exciting part of the meet is that Shaw,SnyderandKrausfmishedsecond
everyone posted great marks so early in overall.
"That race was very exciting to watch
the season," Hamilton said. "Not to
mention all the Florida girls in the crowd for the whole team. We were running
cheering us on. It was fun to perform in right with Florida the whole time, and it
front of such a large and enthusiastic really got the weekend off on the right
crowd."
foot," women's Head Coach Anne
On the women's side, junior Sara Day Schweitzer Bennett said.
The women will compete this weekagain led the way. Day set a personal
best with a9:38 in the 3,000-meter, good end in the Rice Invitational held in Housfor second place overall. The time was ton, Texas. Meanwhile, the men will
good enough to qualify for nationals, travel to N.C. State for the Raleigh Realthough it is likely that Day will look to lays.

Men's tennis finishes up hectic week with loss to No. 5 Duke
By Jared Klose
Sports Editor
The month just can't end soon
enough for the Demon Deacon
men's tennis team, but their unrelenting schedule saw them play
five matches in seven days. When
the group took to the courts at
Leighton Tennis Stadium March
29 against the Duke Blue Devils, it
did so as losers of six of its last
eight matches and the No. 5ranked team from Durham didn't
figure to go easy on the Deacons.
There would be no upset that afternoon though, and the Deacons
were overwhelmed by a deeper
and stronger Blue Devil team but
still stayed tough in their 5-2 loss.
The month-long slump comes
at a particularly bad time for the
Deacs, because last week also
marked the true beginning of
ACC match play (despite an earlier loss to Florida State) in which
the team get off to a poor start
with its other losses corning at the
hands of conference rivals North
Carolina and Virginia to place
the team at the bottom of the
conference at 1-4. The hectic week
schedule also included two wins
over West Virginia and Maryland, however.
AganistDuke, the Deacons won
the doubles point to start out the
match even without the services
of junior Raul Munoz, usually a
fixture in the line up in singles
and doubles play. His absence
affected the results of the first
seeded team as senior Mike Berger
and sophomore Brett Mauro lost
at one position, but the pairings of
freshman Mike Murray and senior Johan Hansen won at the

"This was one of our best matches
of the year for sure. Today
everyone played well actually
and I think it was very good for
us to play so well against the
number-five team in the country."
Johan Hansen
Senior
second slot as did freshman Trent
Brendan and sophomore Justin
Kaufmann at third position.
In singles play though, the Blue
Devils proved to be too tough for
the Deacs to overcome and the
team's only victory came courtesy
ofBrendan at the bottom position.
The other matches were not as
lopsided as the final team scores
suggest though, and the Deacons
narrowly missed out on picking
up wins in three matches that
needed three sets to be decided.
"This was one of our best
matches of the year for sure,"
Hansen said. «Today everyone
played well actually and I think it
was very good for us to play so
well against the number-five team
in the country."
The string of disappointments
for the Deacs can be traced back
to March 3, when the tides seemed
to tum for the squad as South
Carolina staged a comeback victory on the Deacons' home courts
that afternoon, delivering a blow
from which the team seems to
have not yet completely recovered. The team went on to drop
five straight matches before beginning to regain its form somewhat on its recent road trip in a

Freshman Brian Murphy and the Deacs
5·2 to
as they played their fifth match in seven days.

campaign that had its share of ups
and downs.
The Demon Deacons started
their trying week by visiting
Chapel Hill March 23, only to be
handed a 7-0 thrashing in which
the Deacs won only one of the
nine matches contested.
Unfortunately, the 8-2 win by
the first-position doubles team of
Hansen and Munoz had no bearing on the final results, and despite
several close matches, the team

was defeated in singles matches
right down the line one through
six. Murray, Berger, Munoz,
Hansen, Kaufmann and Brendan
all came out with another loss on
their records. The other two
doubles teams had a better go ofit
than the team did in singles competition, but the results were
equally inefficient as the pairing
of Murray and Berger lost 8-6 at
second and Kaufmann and
Brendan were beaten 9-7 at third.

The loss to the Tar Heels
dropped the team to a .500 record
at 6-6 for the first time this season, but things would not get any
easier for the team over the weekend. Their win/loss record continued to plummet when they
headed north to Charlottesville,
V a. to take on Virginia March
25. The Deacs were defeated by
the Cavaliers by a score of 4-2 the
Sheridan Snyder Tennis Center.
Perhaps more important than
the loss the team sustained to its
record was the potential loss it
incurred in match one of singles
competition when Munoz went
got down 6-0, 2·0 before retiring
because of a back injury. The
junior from Mexico City has been
one of the few constants for the
Deacons in this year's often question mark-filled lineup.
The other top seeds also lost.
At No. 2 singles, Murray was
defeated 6-2, 7-6 and Hansen at
fourth also suffered a loss in
straight sets. If there was a bright
spots for the Deacs, it came at the
No. 5 and 6 positions as Kaufmann won 6-3, 7-6, and Brendan
triumphed 4-6,6-3, 1-0, winning
by default when his opponent
retired with an ankle injury.
Berger, who was to fill the third
slot, had his match suspended after W A put the affair out of reach.
In doubles competition,
Kaufmann and Brendan won 8-5
at the 3 spot, but the other two
pairings could notfollow suit and
the top team of Munoz and
Hansen was summarily dismissed
8-2 and Murray and Berger were
downed8-5.
The next day the Deacons had
a chance to get back on track

against a slightly easier set of foes
in West Virginia and Maryland in
the team's March 26double header
in College Park, Md. They made
good use of their opportunily. In
their morning match, the Demon
Deacons handled the Mountaineers 5-2 before turning around and
smashing 7-0 through a
scholarshipless Terrapin squad that
still remains winless in the ACC.
Against West Virginia, the Deacs
captured the initial doubles point
for the first time during the course
of their road trip and followed it up
by winning four singles matches to
seal the deal, as Murray, Hansen,
Kaufmann and Bere won at their
positions. That afternoon the Deacons, seemingly more focused, beat
up on an anemic Maryland team
on their home courts, grabbing a
much-needed conference win.
"That's kind of a disappoint
ment to start off ACC play 1-4,"
Hansen said. "Going down to
Clemson on Saturday is a tough
one too, but I think for sure we're
going to be able to handle Georgia Tech and N.C. State. So if we
can focus and get past this weekend I think we have a good chance
to get back to, an even record in
the conference."
"We played much better today
though so I think we're moving in
thr right direction," Hansen said.
"We've also had a lot of guys
injured lately. Raul was out with a
back injury today, and Mike
Berger missed a few matches too,
so I think that will help us. It
should be our first match in long
time with a full lineup."
The men's tennis team's next
match will be played April 1 in
Clemson, S.C., against the Tigers.
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Baseball

Deacons rock Cal in NIT

Continued from Page 81

By Daniel Orle

9-4.
The Cavaliers mounted acomebackas they chased
Schmitt, who yielded three runs in the inning before
freshman Ryan Braun was inserted to pitch toJ~n
Benick, who singled in two runs. Sophomore DaVId
Bush came in and stopped the bleeding, but the
damage was done as the Deacon lead was cut to 9-

Old Gold and Bkzc[&porter
I

The Demon Deacon men's
basketball team punched their
ticket to New York City with a
big win March 24 in Greens- ..
boro.
The Deacons defeated the defending National Invitational
Tournament champions, the
California Golden Bears, 76-59
behind a balanced scoring attack that was surprisingly led by
junior guard Robert O'Kelley.
O'Kelley, who had struggled
mightily all season, finally
seemed to snap out ofhis funk as
he dropped in 18 points on the
Golden Bears. The junior from
Memphis, Tenn., went 6-for-10
from the field and 2-for-6 from
the line to tally his points.
While O'Kelley lead the way,
he certainly received a lot of
help from his teammates. Sophomore guard Craig Dawson came
off the bench to score 14 for the
Deacs, and fellow sophomore
Darius Songaila continued his
steady play of late by chipping
in 12 for the Deacs.
The Deacons jumped out to a
big lead early in the contest as
they took a 24-10 lead before
Cal's Sean Lampley caught fire
against Head Coach Dave
Odom's squad. Lampley scored
10 ofhis 16 first-half points over
the finalS :48 of the opening half
as the Deacons' once-14-point
Chris Carlstrom/ Old Gold and Black
lead was sliced to an eight-point
Junior
Robert
O'Kelley
spots
up
for
a baseline jumper against
39-31 halftime advantage.
Cal.
O'Kelley
led
the
Deacons
with
18
points.
The Deacs were able to assert
their first-half lead without the
benefit of freshman Josh in the second half, all of which thought we had his mind at that
Howard. The forward seemed came at the free-throw line.
point."
to get into an argument with
Lampley finished the contest
"A couple of times when
partoftheDeaconcoachingstaff (Lampley) scored, he made some with 19 points, but the Deacon
after being taken out ofthe game great plays {and) he ran by the defense limited him to shooting
in the first minute of the contest bench and said, 'You can't guard 7-for-16 from the field. While
and did not play the remainder me,' " Odom said.
Lampley led the way for the
of the half.
"I think sometimes when you GoldenBearswith 19points,Joe
After Lampley had almost get a player who feels that way, Shipp chipped in 17 to keep the
single-handedly kept the Golden and he's a great player, don't get contest close for a while in the
Bears in the contest, the Demon me wrong, but he was (thinking) second half. Shipp went 7-for-13
Deaconsclampeddownon Cal's more he was going to beat us on the night and consistently
star, limiting him to three points than Cal was going to beat us. I drained open jump shots.

8.
Tim LaVigne sent the Deacs home with a loss as
he ripped the first pitch from Bush to left-center field
that senior Steven Sullivan could not chase down
scoring Benick and Robbie Margin to give the Cavs
a 10-9 victory.
"Well again we had a big lead and didn't just close
the door like we needed to," Slavik said.
The Deacs rebounded after the loss to the Cavs as
they throttled Virginia 13-5 behind a much-needed
strongpitchingperformance from senior Matt Briggs.
The right-hander from Morganton held the Cavaliers to two runs on six hits, while striking out three
over six innings.
The Deacs held only a 2-0 lead heading into the
top of the fifth inning, but used a four-run outburst
to break the game open.
Junior Matt Price scored on a throwing error by
Kevin Shrout that also placed sophomore Jamie
Athas at second. Athas scored on Voshell's single to
make the score 4-0. Borrell followed by launching a
. bomb over the right-center field wall to put the
Deacs ahead 6·0.
The Deacons played longball in the following
inning as Conway andjunior Cory Sullivan launched
home runs to give the Deacs a 9-1 lead and for all
intents and purposes finished the Cavaliers.
Perhaps the strangest ending to a game in Gene
Hooks Stadium took place March 28 against UNCCharlotte when the Deacs and 49ers played to a 1414 tie in 10 innin .
The day startefout innocently enough as freshman Ben Clayton got rocked once again. Clayton,
who was named National Player of the Week last
week for his no-hitter against UNC-Greensboro,
yielded seven runs in only 1-2/3 innings of work.
"Clayton's been great one day and not so great the
next, but he's a freshman and he's allowed to do
that," Borrell said.
After falling behind 8-0, the Deacons rallied to cut
the lead to one in bottom of the sixth on junior Matt
Price's three-run home run. The Deacs took their
first lead in the next inning as Conway and Stephen
Sullivan walked in runs and Price hit a sacrifice fly
to make the score 11-9.
The 49ers tied the game in the top of the eighth
and took a 14-lllead heading into the bottom ofthe
lOth inning when all hell broke loose. Voshell
doubled Cory Sullivan in to make the score 14-12
with one out. Borrell singled in VoshellandAquilante
to tie the game and advanced to second when
:

BlackTop Basketball

.

Chris Carlstrom/Ofd Gold and Black

Junior shortstop Chase Voshell dances off of
third base in a recent game. Voshell knocked in
four runs in the Deacs' 1G-3 victory over Appalachian State March 29.

Conway walked.
Head Coach George Greer inserted freshman
Nick Blue to pinch run and with a 1-1 count on
freshman Ryan Johnson the umpires called the
game due to darkness.
"Well I guess the umpire said it was dark, but I
think it would be better off if they didn't even start
the inning." Slavik said. "If you don't think l'ou're
going to be able to finish the inning, you don t even
start it."

"You can start talking to those people on Faculty
Drive - it would be nice to have some lights up,''
Slavik added.
After the tie with the 49ers, the Deacons defeated
Appalachian State March 29 by a score of 10-3.
Borrell pitched 6-113 innings and surrendered only
three runs on five hits to pick up his third win of the
year.
Voshelllead the way for the Diamond Deacs as he
went 4-for-5 and drove in four runs, including
launching his third home run of the season.
The Deacons return to action this weekend as they
travel to Durham to take on the Duke Blue Devils.
The Blue Devils have struggled thus far this season. They will bring an over3.ll record of 11-20 and
an ACC record of 2-4 into the series.
"We expect to win all three. We need to have the
same intensity all weekend that we have on Friday,"
Borrell said.

61ack and Gold Golf

Tournament

Classic

When: Saturday, April 8

WHEN: Saturday, April15
WHERE: Tanglewood- Reynolds

11am
Registration begins:

Course
Monday, April 3rd
WHAT: 4 Person Captains
Ends: Friday, April 7th~~~~~~~~~~. ~
... ~~~~~~ Choice
Where: Collins BasketCOST: $30/perball Pad
son
Divisions: Men's,
REGISTER: Opens
Women's, Under 6ft
Monday, April 10
(with shoes on)
and Closes Fri-

CheckOut
Happening in Campus

4 on 4 Open
Soecifics:
........
...
Divisions, 3 on 3 Full
Ct • Under 6ft

Recreation!

3 V 3 Soccer Shootout
When: Saturday,

Registration:
Opens, Monday,
April 10 and
Closes Friday,
April 14

April 15
Where: Poteat

Field

.

.

What: 3v3 Soccer
on 30x40 yd
fields with small

goals

Spots are limited .
Cost: FREE

COME GET YOUR
GAME ON!!

day,
April 14

~~rwoo

RUGBY:

~~if~oo~~
~~~~~~®

dalurday, 7/pri/ 1 sf, Xoon, ?olea/
Jie/rl

WOMEN'S FASTPITCH SOFTBALL:
dafurrlay, 7/pri!Jsl, lpm Wafer 7ower 7-ie/rl

MEN'S LACROSSE:
1pm

r5a!urday, 7/prif Jst,

Xenlner/ Camp us diar/ium

'
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NIT
Continued from Page 81
half, largely in~art to turnovers.
While the Wo ack only lost the
ball twice in e first half, the
Deacons coughed it up 12 times,
allowing State to sneak back into
the game.
Four points to close the first
half and five points to start the
second gave N.C. State its first
lead, 31-29, at the 16:19 mark.
Seven ofthose points were scored
by Justin Gainey, with junior
Robert O'Kelley defending him,
causing Odom to take him out of
the game.
"To be honest, I think we had
it too easy early on," Odom said.
"N.C. State came out of the
shootaroundnotshootingthe basketball well. They didn't make
shots. But I knew that was nothing more than a fac;ade. I don't
think they intended to do that. I
think our defense had something
to do with that, but I knew that
was not going to last"
"I remember looking at the
score 29-18 with two and a half
minutes left on the clock during a
television timeout, and I challenged our team to lengthen our
lead, and I'll never do that again.
Thex came up as I knew the
Wollpackwould. Theyareahardnosed team, and they're not going to give in to losing very easily," he said.
Both teams battled back and
forth through much of the second half, but State looked poised
for victory after a Thornton dunk
following junior Rafael
Vidaurreta's turnover made it 50-

Old Gold and Black Sport$

45 with 2:02 remaining.
But the Deacs scored five
straight points, highlighted by a
IS-footer from O'Kelley that tied
the game at 50. The field goal
would be O'Kelley's only basket
of the game.
Songaila put the Deacs ahead
by one after making 1-of-2 free
throws with 19.9 on the clock.
With the Wolfpack holding the
ball for the last possession and a
chance to win, Justin Gainey
drove to the basket with time
winding down but was fouled.
Gainey converted just one of his
free throws, tying the game at 51
and sending it to overtime.
"The loss. hurt, and it hurt me
personally because I had a chance
to win it with that free throw,"
Gainey said.
In the five-minute overtime,
Songaila took charge. He scored
four points on consecutive layups and another four on consecutive free throws as the Deacs
closed the game with an 8-3 run.
"It feels great to be in that situation where you're making key
shots at the end of the game,"
Songaila said.
"The most important thing for
me was the confidence my teammates showed in giving me the
ball." he said.
Sendek, whose team, like the
Deacons, struggled in the second
half of the season after starting
theyearoutho~ was disappointed
to see his team come out as the
loser in a close game.
"It's like a boxing match,"
Sendek said. "One guy just
doesn't cover his head and not
throw any punches. Both teams
are scoring and playing, and that's
the nature of the game of basket-
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WFU

BASEBALL·

N.C. State
Maryland

Standings·
ACC
Clemson
FSU
Ga. Tech

3-0

WFU

5-4

N.C. State
UNC
Virginia
Duke
Maryland

5-4
2-4
2-4
2-4 ·

7·2
4-2

0·6

Overall
23-3
28-4 .
18-8.
20..9
16·10
24·5
13-14-1
11·20
6-18

AVG.

Ryan Barey, UNC
Ryan Barthelemy, FSU
Cory Slavik, WFU
Danny Borrell, WFU

1.38
1.38

1,.31
1.31

Home Runs
Dan Conway, WFU
Ryan Barey, UNC
Mark Teixeira, Ga. Tech

Junior Robert O'Kelley slices through the Cal defense and
scores in the Deacs' third-round NIT win over the Golden Bears.

ball. There are runs. It's frustrating not to win."
Odorn pointed to his team's
46-31 rebounding margin as the
reason for its win.
"We continue to rebound the
basketball, and that is something
we've stressed since the beginning of the year, but we've really
gotten adept to doing in the last
part of the season," Odom said.
"We could not have won had we

notreboundedlikethatin light of
the fact that we turned the ball
over 23 times."
Vidaurreta grabbed eight
boards, with freshman Josh
Howard and sophomore Craig
Dawson each collecting seven.
Howard also scored 14 points.
Anthony Grundy led the
Wolfpack with 14 points and
Kenny Inge, Gainey and
Thornton each scored 10.

AVG
0.31
0.28
0.27

Earned Run Average

Scott Berney, Clemson
Ryan Mottl, Clemson
Scott Siemon, WFU

ERA
1.02
1.19
1.59

MEN'S TENNIS
ACC
2·0
2·0
2-0'
1-0
2-1
2-3

().8

' 8-7
9-8
4-10

•

·Standings
·wFu
Duke
FSU
Clemson
UNC
. Ga. Tech
Virginia ·
Maryland
N.C. State

ACC
11-0
8-0
4-1
2-2

1·2
1-3
0·1.
0·1
Q-4

t

Overall
12·1
12-4
14-4
1Q-5
6-8
1Q-5
6-4
6-5
5-S

1
1
II

THIS WEEK

e

Fri. March 31
Baseball at Duke, 3 p.m.
Women's Golf at Uz Murphy Collegiate
Classic (Athens, Ga.), TBA
Men's Track at"Raleigh Relays, TBA
Women's Track at Rice Invitational, TBA

th

p.

Sat.Apr/11
Men's Gold at Cleveland Gold-Augusta
State Invitational (Augusta, SC), TBA
Women's Tennis at William & Mary, 11

m
pr
of

a.m.
Men's Tennis at Clemson, TBA
Baseball at Duke, 1 p.m.

"(

Tl
AJ

Sun.Apr/12
Baseball at Duke, 2 p.m.
Men's Tennis at Furman, TBA

Standings
UNC
Virginia
Clemson
Duke
Ga. Tech.
FSU

Q-4

. WOMEN'STENNIS

Statistics
Runs Batted In

. 1-3

Overall
10-2
12-3
12-11
9·4
8-7
10-6

pl
yc

d€

Tues. April 4
Baseball at Campbell, 7 p.m.

sp

Wed.Aprl/5
Women's Tennis at Duke, 2 p.m.
Baseball at East Tennessee State, 5 p.m

AJ
(fr

Uf
or.

losses. Both teams enter the Garden tonight knowing that regardless of the outcome their seasons are
over. The point, however, is that both the Deacons
and the Irish have won their four games en route to
Continued from Page B1
the finals and both are going into tonight's game
badly wanting a win.
13losses. That could have been us."
In a post-game press conference following the
If the Irish are using this as their motivation, then Deacons' nail-biting 62-59 overtime win over N.C.
so too should the Deacons, especially considering State,junior Robert O'Kelley, perhaps the last player
that Deacs were also victors over several top teams on the team one would expect to be feeling confithis season (including three wins against not one, but dent, sounded shockingly positive.
two- count 'em two- of the Final Four teams).
"This win is a great confidence booster for us, and
The teams also have nearly identical records, as we're looking forward to winning the championNotre.l)arn.~ stan_ds a~_22:14, having notched one. ship," he said.
more win i:han the Deacs with an equal.number of
The Deacons should be;f~e,ling goo9, about th~m:.

Pressbox

selves, though. On their march to Madison Square
Garden they have taken on and defeated a premiere
team in the first round in Vanderbilt, two relative
unknowns in the next two games in New Mexico
and California and an old foe in N.C. State.
Notre Dame, meanwhile, has not really been
tested yet along the way to the finals, having posted
wins of 10 points or more in each of their games,
including a 73-53 blowout against Penn State in
their March 28 semifinal game.
Their inside game with first team All-American
Troy Murphy and outside shooting provided by
fellow sophomore David Graves will be a formidable offense to deal with.
.. Tp.e J?¢,~o:11s
h~ve showntliat~ey
are:~~~·
..
.

is

shutting down scorers all season, however, particularly when teams rely on big men to put up points
in the paint. Juniors Rafael Vidaurreta andJosh
Shoemaker have been somewhat overlooke for
the particularly effectivejob the two have done with
this task. Although there are still a few uncertainties
for the Deacs going into the championship, we can
be sure that the finals will certainly be an intense
matchup with heaps of pride riding on the outcome
for both teams.
Whether the Deacs come home from the Big
Apple as victors or runners-up, they should be
proud of their late-season accomplishments and I
think I spe~.for the entire campus when I congratulat~~~~it job, ;wel).;d9ne. Go Qeacs.... .
.
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Winston-Salem Wa.rtl1ogs Baseball
Garolina League Allih'ate .
Chicago 'White Sox
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Thirsty Thursday's are BACK!

tht
fm

p.I

Celebrate the end of the school year with
your friends at Ernie Shore Field.

n

Discounted Beer and Soft Drinks all night long at Thursday
night home gamesl
•

Students get $1.00 off with valid Student I.D.
Thirsty Thursday's this semester:
April6 - Season Opener
April 20 • Kinston
May 4 ·Myrtle Beach
May 25 • Myrtle Beach

All Game Times are 7:15 P.M.

Games are played at Ernie Shore Field, located on Deacon Blvd.,
across the street from LJVM.
For ticket, schedule, or group information call 759-2233

Famous New Orleans
Restaurant and Bar

Voted best New Orleans' Stylt Restaurant 7
:tears Running!
Great employee benefits and career opportunities
Now Hiring All opening Team Members Bartenders,
Servers, Cooks, Dishe
Training begim April1
Apply in person Mon-Sat 10-4
Locatd behindFuddruckers
110 Hanes Sq. Cr. PH 794-1180
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Th.eHisl'~c play "Cloud
Tectonics" and the violent
"Danny and the Deep Blue Sea"
end the Studio series season.
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Seniors present the fruits of a
semester's worth of labor in a
three-week exhibit in the Scales
Fine Art Gallery.

By Adam Dickey
Contributing Review

By Katie Venit

"Cloud Tectonics" and "Danny and
the Deep Blue Sea" will debut 7:30
p.m. April3 in the Ring Theater. The ·
two student-directed one-acts comprise the fourth and final installment
of the this year's Studio Series.
Senior Sona Tatoyan is directing
"Cloud Tectonics" by Jose Rivera.
The play starts on a rainy night in Los
Angeles when Anibal de la Luna,
played byJim Frazier, '98, picks up a
young pregnant hitchhiker, Celestina
del Sol (sophomore Erin Wade).
Anibal takes Celestina to his apartment and offers her a warm place to
spend the night. Unexpectedly,
Anibal's younger brother, Nelson
(freshman Cary Donaldson) also shows
up. A sergeant in the army, Nelson is
on his way to Fort Benning, where he
is to be stationed for the next two
years. Things get interesting as both
brothers fall for the mysterious
Celestina. The play is a bit unusual in
that it is done in a magical realist style.
This style is prominent in many Latin
American works, such as Gabriel
Garcia Marquez's novels.
Some of the effects in the script,
such as a floating bed, will not be able
to be reproduced in the Ring Theater,
but expect some unconventional use
of light and sound to bring a surreal
quality to the play..
.
Senior J ennif#t' •:Blevins~iS<dltectiitt1 i.
the second play, "Danny and the Deep
Blue Sea," by John Patrick Shanley.
The contemporary piece is set in the
Bronx, where Danny (sophomore Lee
Brig~) and Roberta (sophomore Ali
Ayala) meet in a run-down bar.
There, the two loners fight, kiss and
curse, but Roberta ends up bringing
Danny back to her apartment. The
play follows the violent courtship that
ensues, one that changes both their
lives permanently.
Blevins said she chose the piece for
its "humor, intensity and rawness ....
The characters are brutally real, and
the show has a very voyeuristic quality
to it," she said. "The audience is let
into a private world of pain and pleasure, and they witness these characters battle their innermost fears."
"Cloud Tectonics" and "Danny &
the Deep Blue Sea" will both be performedat7:30p.m.April3andat4:30
p.m. April 4 in the Ring Theater.
Tickets are $2.

Assistant A&E Editor

ABOVE: Sophomores Ali Ayala and
Lee Briggs portray
wo loners. involved

"The female of the species is more
dangerous than the male," proclaims a
poster advertising a series of exhibits
tte~lew
when th~ hon~\
ors studio arts
~
•
majors will
.._.__ , fl '
present their fi'9 ~
nal projects.
.__-·....... .,..
Three seniors, Emily
Donofrio,
Holly Ivanoff and M~redith Martin,
will take over the top floor ofthe Scales
Fine Arts Center Gallery for three weeks
in April.
To graduate with honors, these three
students had to submit a proposal and
a body of work in the fall, according to
Ivanoff.
The faculty then selects which students will have the opportunity to work
on an entirely new body of work to
present to the faculty in the spring
semester.
ThisJ.ear, only three students were
selecte , which Martin said was less
than normal.
Don't think the small group means
that this endeavor is not worth the
trouble. All three students would rec·
..ornmend this exercise for c:my studio art

~~~o,~e:~~~~~o~.:) "~ g!!~ fu~±r~:~;~~~;~o~g. b~~~~~

the Deep Blue Sea,"
a John Patrick
Shanley one-act that
is being directed by
senior
Jennifer
Blevins. LEFT: Senior Sona Tatoyan Is
directing the other
Studio Series play,
which is Jose
Rivera's "Cloud Teetonics." In this piece,
sophomore Erin
Wade and freshman
Cary Donaldson become involved in an
unusual love triangle
that is presented
through the work's
magical realist style.
Adam Dickie/Old Gold and
Black

very fun," Martin said. "It's definitely
worth the time and effort in the long
run."
"Students seriously interested in furthering their art education would find
it's a good transition semester (before
graduate school)," Ivanoff said.
Ivanoffs show, "Counterpoint in
Eleven Movements" will be displayed
in the gallery first, Aprilll-15.
"Using abstract photographs, I'm trying to create a visual music," Ivanoff
said. "Each piece has a rhythm and
movement that, along with color and
line, evokes a feeling of energy and
sound."
Ivanoff said that this project was chatlenging and it made this semester her
hardest.
She is the first honors candidate to
use digital media, which made it all the
more challenging, but she is glad she
did it the way she did.
"I am very pleased with the direction

"I am very pleased with the
direction my work has taken
this semester- it's very different
from things I've done in the
past. ... It's exciting to see
where your mind will take
you given the opporhl.tiity."
Holly Ivanoff
senior
my work has taken this semester -it's
very different from things I've done in
the past," Ivanoff said. "It's exciting to
see where your mind will take you
given the opportunity."
Ivanoff plans to pursue an art career
after graduation, but wants to take time
off before she decides what she wants to
do.
Martin will presentherproject, "Transitory Lives," from AprillS-22. For her
project, she said slie photographed
people in black and white and then will
paint just the faces "psychedelic-looking." The photographs and the paintings will hang side by side at the exhibit.
Like Ivanoff, Martin also hopes to go
into an art-related field. She will probably be attending graduate school in
San Francisco, and then she may go
into graphic design. According to Martin, graphic design uses computers to
create artistic images. It encompasses
many different fields such as advertising, all of which revqlve arolJlld ~om-

::put:et:s·- ._. ', .... '·''···'·" ·.:

., .. ,\" .·...

"It's definitely a good field for artists
to go into," Martin said.
Donofrio will close the series April
25-30 with an exhibit that she says is
hard to explain. The theme has changed
over the past semester, starting with a
theme focusing on the effects of time.
Now, it is more about the actual process
of time. She used a paint drip analogy:
before, she would draw paint drips, but
now she would let the drips happen on
their own.
"It's about the building up and breaking down of surfaces," Donofrio said.
To create textures, Donofrio used unstretched linen for her canvas and then
put material over that linen.
Donofrio said she could not express
how much she valued this experience,
but she said there were many ups and
downs during the process, periods of
high stress and then triumph.
"I'm an artist, and I guess it has to be
that way," Donofrio said. "It's a roller
coaster."

One-woman musical revisits Holocaust
By David Redding
Contributing Reviewer

Courtesy of News Services

Voices in the night
Anonymous 4 will perform polyphonic chant 8 p.m. tonight in Wait Chapel to conclude this year's Secrest Artists Series. Apre-concert lecture will be given by
Kimberlea Daggy, WFDD music director, at 7:10p.m. in Wait's balcony room.

Actress -musician Claudia Stevens will
perform An Evening with Madame F, a solo
dramatic and musical piece based upon
the true story of concentration camp
survivors.
This free event
will take place at 8
·
p.m. April 6 in
Brendle Recital Hall and is open to the
public. The show is being presented by
the Jewish Student Organization together with the Chaplain's Office and
the department of music in commemoration of Holocaust Remembrance Day,
which is April 17.
The play, which is written and performed by Stevens, is about a group of
Jewish captives forced to sing and dance
as entertainment for Nazi officers residing in a concentration camp.
Claudia Stevens will perform An Evening with Madame F, a one-woman musical
The play will address the moral di- drama about concentration camp survivors, April 6 in Brendle.
lemmas of the performers as well as the
struggles they faced as prisoners of the camp. These songs and opera selec- on radio and television and her origiAuschwitz.
tions will be reproduced with Stevens on nal theatrical productions have created
The one-woman drama was con- piano and drum along with electronic her a noteworthy place in the field of
structed from the tales of actual death sound created for the piece by Fred performance art. Her parents are both
camp survivors, including Fania Fenelon, Cohen.
concentration camp survivors.
the real-life Madame F.
Claudia Stevens has performed An
Following the performance she will
The score for this production will in- Evening with Madame F more than 80 ans~er questions about her parents' exclude actual numbers performed by the times on college campuses and in cities penences and how the stories of her
women in the camp for the officers as across the country including one presen- parents affected her life and inspired her
well as songs sung by the prisoners to tation for PBS.
to create this musical drama and others
inspire faith and resistance throughout
She has made numerous appearances about the holocaust.
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By Brent McConkey
Old Gold and Black Reviewer
I should probably emphasize a few things before
I begin.
First of all, the new Academy Award-winningfilm
&ys Don't Cry is not a date movie. It's also not the
type ofmovie you're,going to wantto see on a Friday
or Saturday rught It s not a popcorn movie, by any
stretch, so save a few bucks and forget the grub. And
finally it's certainly nothing like just One ofthe Guys,
that gender switch '80s comedy airing seemingly
nonstop on Comedy Central.
What Boys Don't Cry actually is, however, is something much better. It's a film with impact, a film with
power, a film with soul.
Based on a true story, Boys Don't Cry tells the tragic
tale of Teena Brandon, played by Hilary Swank, a
confused Lincoln, Neb. teenager with a self-professed "sexual identity crisis." Cutting her hair,
dressing in jeans and going by the name Brandon
Teena, she essentially lives as a man, dating girls,
experiencing the occasional run-in with the law and
searching desperately for satisfaction. Brandon finds
this satisfaction in the form of small-town girl Lana,
played by Chloe Sevigny, who is attracted by his
sensitivity and earnestness and eventually becomes
his girlfriend.
Unfortunately, once Brandon's secret is accidentally revealed, horrific consequences occur as Lana's
two male friends brutally rape and later kill Brandon
as a painful result of their hatred, fear and intolerance.
I typically don't like to reveal too much of a film's
plot and in fact I often take pride in my efforts to
work around the ending. In this case, however, I feel
as if this is one film in which you as an audience
member might be better served by being aware of
the story in advance, because, truthfully, it hurts.
I've heard it described as a "punch in the gut" and
that's really an accurate description of the type of
visceral impact this film possesses. Although it is
undoubtedly painful material, I stress that it is also
important material worth the effort necessary to
fully appreciate this brilliant film.

Although many may be tempted to pass on a film
like this, the lessons available in Boys Don't Cry and
the wlforgettable performance of Hilary Swank are
significant enough to warrant your time. This is a
film not to be missed.
Obviously the most notable aspect of this film
going in is the performance of Hilary Swank, who
this week was awarded with an Academy Award for
Best Actress. After seeing the type of transformation
that Swank undergoes on screen, I have a hard time
discerning why a contest even needed to take place.
Swank delivers an utterly astounding performance,
making it almost impossible to believe that you're
watching a female. Swank has said that in the fourweek process in which she lived as a male to prepare
for her role and throughout the shoot, she had a
confusing and difficult time in completely shedding
her femininity, which she feared she might never
regain.
The result of this work is by far the deepest, most
hypnotic, most multi-textured and most remarkable
performance of this year or virtually any other.
Swank not only walks and talks like a man, but she
successfully develops the extraordinarily subtle
physical and vocal mannerisms of a man making
this performance memorable, rather than simply
very good.
More amazingly, Swank retains the slightest hint
of femininity, which not only generates sympathy
for the gentle nature of her character, but also
reminds the audience that despite her act, she is
ultimately a very confused young adult.
Also deserving accolades is Sevigny, who earned
a Best Supporting Actress nomination for her performance. In a difficult role, Sevigny shines as
Brandon's "white trash" girlfriend harboring much
of the same sense of confusion over the circumstances of her life. Sevigny creates a nuanced character who sees Brandon's optimism and love as a
way to escape her situation at home.
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Chloe Sevigny and Hilary Swank gave wonderful performances in their portrayal of a dysfunctional
couple in Kimberly Peirce's disturbing yet powerful film Boys Don't Cry.

With a mother who is a drunk and a half-brother
with violent tendencies, Lana allows herself to be
taken by Brandon's act, even when the truth becomes apparent. In her character's denial and ultimate acceptance, Sevigny's performance is lowkey, extremely complex and perhaps deserving of
the Oscar after all.
Finally, director and co-writer Kimberly Peirce
deserves credit in refusing to gloss over any of the
events of this true story. Failing to pull any punches,
Peirce films every scene with bare-bones honesty,
showing the plainness of the landscape, the near

•

poverty of the town, and the flaws of its people.
Peirce presents the characters' inability to accept or
understand Brandon's differences and the tragic
results of this ignorance through a gut-wrenching
rape scene and a murder which can only be described as horrible. In this manner, her direction
elevates the film and insures the impact ofits themes.
Although many may be tempted to pass on a film
like this, the lessons available in Boys Don't Cry and
the unforgettable performance of Hilary Swank are
significant enough to warrant your time. This is a
film not to be missed.
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Skid Row returns for Kiss tour
By J.K. Short
Contributing Reviewer

Thea1

Warning to all those boy bands and
trendy alternative groups - Skid Row is
back and ready to rock harder than ever.
With new drummer
.----· , Jersey. boy Charlie
Mills and lead vocal~
ist John Solinger,
original band members Scotti Hill, Snake
Sabo and Rachel
Bolan are back together and have
landed the coveted opening slot on the
Kiss Farewell Tour, playing over60 shows
in the United States and Canada.
Best of all - the band is scheduled to
appear April 22 at the Greensboro Coli-
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For those who don't remember, Skid
Row first e"''Ploded onto the national
rock 'n' roll scene in 1989 with their selftitled debut album that featured hits such
as" 18 and Life," "I Remember You" and
"Youth Gone Wild."
That first album eventually reached
multi-platinum status and the rest is rock
'n' roll history. The band's second album, Slave to the Grind debuted at number one on the Billboard 200, making
them the first heavy metal band to accomplish this feat. Skid Row later released the albums B-Sides Ourselves and
Subhuman Race before retiring the original Skid Row line-up in 1995.
Now, the band is back with a revised
lineup and a new album called 40 Seasons,
which is made up mostly of old favorites,
as well as a few live tracks and new tunes.
So, how good will this latest edition of
Skid Row be without former front:man

-rc.-u
With a two new members, a positive attitude and a recently released greatest
hits album, Skid Row is currently preparing to hit the road as the opening act for
Kiss' farewell tour.

Sebastian Bach? The band appears to
have the utmost faith in new additions
Mills and Solinger.
"We needed to find two people with
the same drive and focus that the three of
us had, and we wanted it to be fun again,"
guitarist Scotti Hill said. "John and Charlie
fit the bill to a 'T.'"
While the pressure on Solinger to become the next Bach would seem overwhelming, he seems ready to carve his
own, individual niche in the band's future.
"We all have the same common goal:
Play rock 'n' roll while having a ton of fun
doing it!" Solinger said.
The Skid Row/Kiss 2000 tour kicks off
April 5 in Little Rock, Ark. at the Alltel
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Arena. The bands will then perform the
first leg of the tour throughout the southeast, including North Carolina shows
April 20 at the Charlotte Coliseum and
April 22 at the Greensboro Coliseum.
The tour concludes with four shows in
Tennessee and one in Louisville, Ky.
The band will also be performing headlining shows in between the scheduled
dates with Kiss. Dates for these solo shows
have not yet been made available, but
make sure to keep your eyes and ears
open for upcoming information.
With a greatest hits album already in
stores, a new album in the works and the
Kiss Farewell Tour rapidly approaching,
it's safe to say that the Skids are back in a
big way.

by phil flickinger (www.l-e-x.com)
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Suggs and sudds

[

Folk artist Del Suggs gives a March 28 Jive 'n' Java performance. The weekly series
offers students an opportunity to hear free live music in the comfort of Shorty's.
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To have.your event

CALENDAR
ON CAMPUS
Exhibits
Shelling Out: ~uying and Selling Through Time.
The exhibit explores the monetary systems and
currencies of current and past cultures. ·
When: March 30 and 31
Where: Museum of Anthropology
Info: Free

Images of the Maya. Textiles and photographs
portray the daily and ceremonlaliHe of the
Mayans. This exhibit will focus on the tradHional
back·strap loom'technlques of weaving and
embroidery of the indigenous Mexican people,
but it will also explore the weaving and dying
process of the Mayan.s and the influence of
Mayan textile art on th·e textile styles of localities.
When: April1 0 though June 9
Where: Museum of Anthropology
Info: Free

Movies
Face/Off. John Travolta, who plays a vengeful
father, exchanges bodies with Nicholas Cage to
bring about the capture of Cage's infamous
gang.
When: 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. March 31, Apnl1 and
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Where: Pugh Auditorium
Info: $2

Music
Anonymous 4. The female vocal ensemble will
present"1 000: A Mass for the End of Time• as
the final performance of this year's Secrest
Artists Series.
When: a p.m. March 30
Where: Brendle Recital Hall
Info: Free to students, $18 for adults.
Bela Fleck and the Flecktones. Bela Fleck and
his band mates will perform their trademark mix
of jazz and bluegrass along with their technical
innovation and musical expertise.
When: 7:30p.m. April10
Where: Wait Chapel
Info: $18

Theater
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H.M.S. Pinafore. One of Gilbert and Sullivan's
most beloved comic-operas, this show is about
the British Navy, and it features 14 spoofing yet
sparkling songs.
When: 8 p.m. March 31-April1·and April.~·8i12~
p.m. April9
Where: Mainstage, Scales Fine Arts Center
Info: $8 for students, $12 for adults

listed, send e-mail to
arts@oab.wfu.edu, fax to
(336) 758-4561 or write to

P.O. Box 7569.

ELSEWHERE
·Concerts
eat's Cradle. March 30: Derek Trucks Band
with the Susan Tedeschi Band. March 31: Blue
Rags. Aprl11: Superdrag. Aprll4: Snake Oil
Medicine Show.
Where: 300 E. Main St, Carrboro
Info: (919) 967-9053
Zlggy's. March 30: Hobex with Countdown
Quartet. March 31: Emma Gibbs Band with 6
Foot Groove and 5 Way Friday. Aprll1:
Weekend Excursion with Ultraviolets. April 3:
Jimmy Cliff. AprilS: Edwin McCain. April&: Pat
McGee Band with Howie Day.
Where: 433 Baity St.
Info: 748·1064

Annie Gallup. This poetical songwriter will grace
the stage with her voice and her guitar.
When: 7 p.m. March 31
Where: Brew-Ha-Ha's, 521 Baity St.
Info: $9

Lecture
ArtTalk: Authors Paul Kayhart and Elizabeth
Lide will discuss their latest book, Thom Upon
the Rose. The book consists of 37 unbound
pages and a 45-minute compact disk. After the
discussion, there will be a reception and a book
signing.
When: 6:30 p.m. April 6
Where: SECCA, 750 Marguerite Dr.
Info: Free

Opera
The Tales of Hoffman. The production will be
the first time an opera company has used DVD
technology to enhance an opera. The opera
features Hoffman describing his art, recollection
of events and hallucinations with the use of
video.
"'When: 8 p.m. March 31, 2 p.m. April 2, 7:30p.m.
April4
Where: Stevens Center, 405 West Fourth St.
Info: $6 for students, $12·$40 for adults

Occasionally in the music business
there are lifeliiles that die in the control
room. With Weekend Excursion's latest
release, Radioactive producer John
Plymale is that lifeline. He takes a valiant fall, complete with fake blood cap- ·
sules hanging from his mouth. Embarrassing. The former producer of the
Meat Puppets and the Squirrel Nut Zip·
pers must have been somewhere else
ouring the making of this record. Radioactive is a salad bar where the croutons
are stale and the cheese dip goes sour.
The album suffers from a terrible case of
production absenteeism. MichaelFeny's
violin usually sounds like a theremin.
And no, that isn't too hot. Ugly sounding guitars made my ears bleed. No,
really, I've got the scars to prove it.
I'd love to say that there are some
gems hidden beneath this production
debacle. Unfortunately, the music
doesn't stand alone as corrupted magic.
No, not hardly. Weekend Excursion's
sound is unbearably duplicative ofVertical Horizon's - complete with futile
attempts at soaring, harmonizing choruses and ridiculous guitar solos that
sound like a roadie monkey from
Poison's 1987 tour finally trying to make
it to the big time. Better luck next time,
Butch. Some could make the case for
the music - at times it's catchy. But it's
a recycled, overdone sound, much like
a 40-year-old prom queen. The shelf life
is dwindling, fellas.
I'd love to say that Weekend Excursion is diabolical when it comes to instrumentation. Oops. The eight threeminute epics are about as close to cookie
cutter drivel as well, cookie cutter drivel,
because that's exactly what this is. Innovation? Huh? Originality? Come again?
Creativity? Move along. This isn't the
record for you. Sam Fisher's voice feels
like a 35-year-old Burger King assistant
manager at a middle school lock-in. No,
it just doesn't work. It doesn't help that
the lyrics he's singing axe like third
grade mush mush, either. "To keep me
holding on to you/Because you know
my life would mean nothing/ So hold
me close and don't let go/Don't let go,"
he sings on "12/11," a song about a girl
and a guy, blah blah blah.
The high point of this album comes in
the first two minutes of "Reunion." Intricate sounding harmonies' and relatively captivating strings are used to
great effect. Oh, oops, call up the mon-
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Du~

By Elwood Hamilton
Contributing Reviewer

An Evening with Madame F. Playwright Claudia
Stevens will perform this one-woman musical
drama about Fania Fenelon, an Inmate at
Auschwitz who was forced to provide entertain·
ment for the Nazi officials. The character of
Madame F, who is based on the experiences of
the real Fania Fenelon, performs a wide variety
of songs, from cheerful show tunes, songs from
operas and falth·filled songs of resistance.
When: 8 p.m. AprilS
Where: Brendle Recital Hall
Info: Free
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Excursion's Radioactive falls flat
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key! That's right, a completely meaningless and sore-sounding guitar solo
breaks up the only decent sound on the
album right after the two-minute mark.
That brings me to another point why are bands so obsessed with oneword song titles? Weekend Excursion
seems to love them too. What's more
tantalizing than songs called "Radio"
and "Falling"?
.; The album ends like ~tstarts, ~o;t of,
·like a plane crash - on ilie grounO. 01ffs
Never You" sounds like Siamese Dreamera Smashing Pumpkins covering Bos-
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Weekend Excursion's latest album, Radioactive, fails to make a good impression. The band will try to impress their audience live April1 at Ziggy's.
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ton at a Blondie tribute. Yuck. The
sound is simply an empty, lifeless musi·
cal void. I wouldn't go there unless you
enjoy the resounding silence of boredom.
For what it's worth, Weekend Excursion will have a CD release party for
Radioactive April I at Ziggy's. Maybe
they're terrific live. Perhaps their sound
can't be captured on record and that's
th~ pro~le~. .'~'!:e~::~t wait a9:~ see.
Until then; Rmlr006l111e belongs wkh the
other toxic waste- buried at the bottom
of a river in a bright yellow barrel.
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LIVE in Wait Chapel
: Monday, April 10th@ 7:30pm
I Greatseatsstill available!
:
TicKets: $18
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RODIERAY
Place: Shorty's
11me: 7:00PM
When: April6
FREE!!
www.students.wfu.edufsu

Amtrak,·
Benson 335
(336) 758-4869
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By Travis Langdon
Arts and Entertainment Editor
In an attempt to raise multicultural awareness and
promote international student experiences, several
departments and organizations on and off campus
sponsored the second annual International Festival
Series, which is taking place throughout the week.
The idea to create such an event took root last
spring as part of the Year of Globalization and
Diversity, although the scope of the festival has
increased substantially since then. Last year, the
festival took place entirely in one day, which, according to Joanna Iwata, director of the Benson
University Center, limited the amount of activities
that could be offered.
"Last year I was appropriated funding to organize
the event for the theme year, and what we put
together was a full day offood, entertainment' and
music. Paul Escott (a dean of the college) came to the
festival, and he was so impressed that he decided it
should continue," Iwata said.
"Once we started organizing this year, we decided
to expand upon the format. We added a film series,
information sessions for international career opportunities and study abroad programs, more ferformers and other multicultural opportunities.
These new attractions were made possible by the
cooperative efforts of the different groups that sponsored the event. Iwata said the majority of the
funding for the festival came from the Center for
International Studies and the Office of the Dean of
the College but that the contributions of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, Career Services, Student
Union and Benson were integral in putting the
program together. Each of these groups was able to
generate new ideas for the festival and improve
upon old ones.
One of the highlights of the week is the continued
effort to provide a tasty array of regionally diverse
cuisine all over campus. In addition to food prepared specifically for festival-goers, the Pit has featured Chinese, Caribbean and Greek food so far this
week, with European food on today's menu. March
31 will end the school week with a chance for
students to try Filipino dishes at the Pit throughout
the day.
Another new event in this year's festival was the
International Film Series, which took place March
27-29. The first feature was Shall We Dance?, a comic
love story from award-winning filmmaker, Masayuki
Suo. Receiving rave reviews at the 1996 Cannes

Old Gold and Black Arts & Entertainment

Film Festival, the work tells the story of ordinary
Japanese people whose stories come to life through
their ballroom dance lessons.
The series continued March 28 with a presentation of Run Lola Run, a hip new German film about
a woman who battles the clock to find money that
would save her lover's life.
The final movie of the series, Brazilian film Central Station, tells the story of a boy's search for his
father after his mother is killed front of Rio de
Janeiro's Central Station and the people he meets
on his journey. Like all of the other events in the
festival, the films in the series were shown for free.
Iwata said that this is made possible by the fact that
so many groups helped sponsor the festival.
Although the film series ended March 29, the
bulk of the week's festivities have yet to come.
Benson 401 will be the setting for the remainder of
the festival's events, which are scattered throughout
the weekend.
Sponsored by Career Services, today's activities
are centered around international employment.
Three panels of speakers will meet from 3 - 6 p.m.
to present information about international organizations and describe their experiences with them.
The panels will also answer questions about studyingabroad.
This theme will carry over to March 31 when
representatives from the university's study abroad
programs will offer information to interested students. This portion of the afternoon will include
information from members of student organizations that offer volunteer service programs out of
the country. The groups will gather from 2 - 4 p.m.
The weekend also marks the beginning of the live
entertainment that will be offered in the festival.
Winston-Salem's Otesha Creative Arts Ensemble
will offer free instruction of basic African Dance
from 5:30- 6:45p.m. and the West End Mambo
band will perform Latin music from 9:00 p.m. to
midnight March 31.
The International Festival culminates April 1
with an ali-day celebration of diversily that encompasses a little bit of everything. To tickle you ears,
the festival will present the music of a Caribbean
steel drum band called Shadz and a mariachi band
called Los Viajeros. Traditional dance of China,
India and Native America will accompany a performance by the Triad Irish Dancers and a repeat
appearance of the Otesha Creative Arts Ensemble.
Demonstrations of different cultural traditions
will also be available on April!. Among the attrac-

Lola (Franka Potenta) runs through the city trying to collect enough money to save the life of her
boyfriend, Manni (Maritz Bleibtren) in Run, Lola, Run. This German movie was just one of many
internationally·themed offerings during the International Festival.

tions are acupuncture, Tai Chi, the art of mendhi
(temporary tattoos using an all-natural ink called
henna), Japanese origami and various Chinese
visual arts. Student organizations, community members and faculty will put on these demonstrations.
The Anthropology Museum will display anumber of items with cultural significance, and area
vendors will have booths set up for the duration of
the festival. Some of these vendors include the
World Mission Shop, Pan African Imagery, La
Carreta and the Native American Association.
During all of this, participants will be able to taste
food from West India, Jamaica, Nigeria, Greece
and a variety of other cultures.
To be sure, the International Festival is a unique
opportunity for students and community members
to get a hands-on perspective of many different
cultures. With no charge for the events, anyone
would surely benefit from the many opportunities
for cultural growth still available through the festival.

Still to come ...
Friday, March 31
Campus Study Abroad & International Volunteer
Service Opportunities. Benson 401, from 2-4 p.m.
African Dance Workshop with the Otesha Creative
Arts Ensemble. Benson, 401, from 5:30-6:45 p.m.
West End Mambo will perform a dazzling array of
Latin-influenced music. Benson 401, from 9 p.m. to
midnight.

Saturday, April1
The Festival continues in Benson 401 from 1:30
p.m. to 6:00p.m. with food, exhibits, music and other
performances from campus groups, community members and faculty.

'WWF SmackDownl'. goes hardcore on Playstation
By Justin Kendall
U-Wire

Ban Jovi
Bela Fleck, an expert banjo player, will appear with the
Flecktones at 7:30 p.m. April1 0 in Wait Chapel. Tickets
are still on sale from Student Union for $18.

TheWorld Wresiling Federation
has come back to Playstation, and
it's bringing more than just an updated roster of characters. THQ:s
first WWF game for the Playstation,
"WWF Smack.Down!," brings to
life the soap opera story lines, backstage brawls and in ring madness
that fuels the WWF's weekly television shows.
"SmackDown!" features 36
WWF superstars including the
Rock and Stone Cold Steve Austin.
Each superstar is superbly detailed
with all of the taunts, mannerisms,
motions and finishing moves. The
Rock's "People's Elbow" even features the character removing his

elbow pad and throwing it to the
crowd before bouncing offthe ropes
and dropping the crushing elbow.
The game features an arcade style
of play that is fast and easy, so
anyone can pick up a controller
and play. Twelve match styles are
available including the innovative
"Special Referee" match, which
allows the player to assume the role
of the referee and either play fair or
cheat enemies out of the win.
THQalso borrowed a page from
EA Sports' "WCW Mayhem," allowing players to take the battle
backstage in"Anywhere Falls" and
"Hardcore" matches.
"SmackDown!" improves upon
the concept, aliowing garners to
continuously move through the
backstage areas such as the kitchen

and the boiler room, pummeling
each other with a variety of weapons including shopping carts and
steel chairs.
"Smack.Down!" also allows you
to "Create-A -Superstar." You
choose all the attributes of your
character including appearance,
personality, fighting style and
moves. You can even play Dr. Frankenstein and combine body parts
from different WWF superstars to
make the ultimate ringmaster.
The excitement intensifies following the creation of your own
superstar. Before your superstar can
battleforthe WWFChampionship
in the "Season," you must prove
you are worthy to WWF impresario Vince McMahon in the "PreSeason." Throughout the "Pre-Sea-

son," your superstar will be given
advice by other wrestlers and have
the option to either thank them and
become allies or tell them to shut
up and become the target of their
aggression.
The lack of an announcer in favor of generic music detracts from
the overall game, becoming stale
and insanely tiresome after about
the tenth match.
"SmackDown" overcomes its
faults, however, and goes where no
other wrestling game has gone before, offering story lines and the
opportunity to form alliances and
make enemies.

justin Kendall writes for the Iowa
State Daily, the student newspaper at
Iowa State University
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Back from break?

659-1393

Need a Summer Job?
we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
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Look no further.
The nation's largest publisher of college and university campus telephone
directories isoffering paid full-time summer sales and marketing
internships. Tremendous practical business experience and resume booster.
Positions begin in May with a week long, expense paid program in Chapel
Hill, NC. Interns market official directories locally, selling advertising space
to area businessess in specific college markets, including Wake Forest
University. Earnings average $3000 for the 10 week program. All majors
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Calll-800-743-5556 ext. 171
or visit our Website at
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